
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

ABSTRACT 

Increasing the Use and Value of Collections: Finding DNA 

Margaret E. Malone, M.A. 

Mentor: Stephen L. Williams, Ph.D. 

 

 The specimens maintained in natural history collections worldwide represent a 

resource that must be protected.  However, as traditional collections age and historical 

research methods are replaced with new research applications, the future use of 

traditional collections has been challenged.  While DNA studies have used traditional 

collections, successful retrieval is not always guaranteed.  As a result, specimens may be 

damaged through sampling, while research resources are misdirected.  Clearly, both 

collections and researchers would benefit if research results could be guaranteed.  By 

comparing actual specimens with actual DNA results, studies were conducted to 

determine possible conditions leading to the successful or unsuccessful acquisition of 

DNA.  Of particular interest were conditions surrounding DNA procedures, specimen 

parts sampled, age of specimens, systematics, and history of preservation treatments.  

Based on the findings of this study, recommendations for further study are presented for 

the benefit of specimen collections and the researchers that use them. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

Introduction 

 

 

As museum staffs compete for funding and grants, it is important to demonstrate 

that they are fulfilling a public need.  This need is partially fulfilled through the 

utilization of collections in research.  Research is vital to any museum, because the ability 

to educate is often directly linked not only to the value of the museum but to the value of 

an object (Burcaw 1997, 121).  However, if an object is not utilized, its value decreases.  

There are many reasons that an object will be utilized less frequently.  Often, lack of use 

can be attributed to research trends, but it may also be the result of deterioration caused 

by light (Duckworth et al. 1993, 17), inappropriate temperature (Burcaw 1997, 105; 

Gareis et al. 1969; Williams 1999), inappropriate relative humidity (Riley 1998, 3; 

Nymphalidae Systematics Group 2008, 2; Williams 1999, 82), pests (Linnie 1994, 43-

58), pollutants (Herholdt 1990; Knell 1994), and neglect (Bourque et al. 1980, 794; 

Christenson 1979, 161; Gareis et al. 1969, 45; Johnson 1993, 255; Duckworth et al. 1993, 

17; Williams 1991, 53-63).  These agents of deterioration are common in any museum, 

but it is how they are managed that can ensure the integrity of the collection for future 

generations.  It is through the care and maintenance of collections as well as the impetus 

to educate that a museum can hope to endure.  The education of the public using objects 

from the collections can take many forms.  A few include exhibits, school programs, and 

scholarly research.  Research, too, can take many forms; some traditional studies include 

morphology, natural history, ecology, distribution, parasitology, and molecular studies 

like DNA research. 
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DNA research, which has been receiving national attention, can provide insight 

into multiple areas including aspects of the past as well as projections for the future.  This 

is demonstrated with the study of Neanderthals (Bodmer and McKie 1995; Meyer 2005; 

Watson and Berry 2003; Wells 2006), diseases like the bubonic plague and tuberculosis 

(Meyer 2005; Watson and Berry 2003), and evolutionary trends (Bodmer and McKie 

1995; Cherfas 1991, 1354-1356; Erlich et al. 1991, 1647; Golenberg et al. 1991, 424; 

Hanni et al. 1994, 12337; Higuchi et al. 1984, 282-284; Klanten et al. 2003, 771; Meyer 

2005; Watson and Berry 2003; Wells 2006).  These studies are enabled through the 

genetic material contained in biological specimens, specifically DNA.  Deoxyribonucleic 

acid, or DNA, is contained in almost every biological facet including hair, soft tissue, 

bone, and blood (Loy 1993, 44; Wayne et al. 1999, 462).  DNA is composed of a simple 

structure that researchers can often utilize with positive results.  However, DNA, which is 

often known as ‘the basic building block of life’, is very fragile.  Those same agents of 

deterioration mentioned previously, that affect objects, also affect DNA.  If the DNA of 

an object is greatly deteriorated then it is no longer useful in this area of research.  

However, DNA preservation is not well researched, especially as it pertains to museum 

specimens, and so specimens that do not result in viable DNA are needlessly damaged 

through sampling (Rohland et al. 2004, 814-821).  To ensure that these specimens are not 

unnecessarily sampled, and to provide the best care for collections, a better understanding 

of certain areas is important.  These areas include a better understanding of DNA, the 

procedures used to retrieve DNA, and those factors that affect DNA, like specimen age 

(starting from the organism’s date of death), specimen part sampled, systematics, and 

preservation treatment histories.   
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The following pages provide information on how DNA research and traditional 

collections can come together in a mutually beneficial manner to serve the long-term 

interests of research collections.  This occurs by examining how this relationship actually 

transpires through the use of real specimens and data.  To assist in this objective, DNA as 

a molecule and as a research method are explained.  This includes procedures that are 

most commonly linked with DNA research, like extraction and amplification, and the 

factors that impact DNA preservation through stabilization, processing, storage and 

maintenance of specimens.  After the issues of DNA preservation and research are 

introduced, the methodology used to compile and analyze data obtained from researchers 

using traditional research collections for DNA research is discussed.  The analysis 

consists of an examination of factors that might account for the lack of DNA evidence, 

including specimen age, part sampled, systematics, and treatment histories, including the 

aspects that impact DNA preservation.  DNA extraction, amplification and analysis 

procedures are also examined.  This thesis continues with a discussion of how traditional 

collections and DNA research can be used together for a brighter future.  Finally, with 

this goal in mind and the given data, recommendations are tendered for further study, 

care and maintenance, and interdisciplinary cooperation, so that objects that will benefit 

most from DNA research can increase in both use and value. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

Background 

 

 

The value of a museum is proportionate to its utilization by or on the behalf of the 

public.  The collections contained within the museum are the foundation for this value.  

In many cases, the collections are why that museum exists.  In recent years, it has become 

essential that publicly funded museums demonstrate that they are fulfilling a public need.  

For some museums the fulfillment of this need is based in the use of the collections for 

research.   This is particularly the case for the over 6,500 museums worldwide housing 

over two billion biological specimens (Hafner et al. 1997, 6; Burcaw 1997, 32; Howie 

1993, 101; Duckworth et al. 1993, 14).  These museums have allowed researchers access 

to the collections and even provide samples of specimens for consumptive sampling, as 

with DNA research.   

DNA research has become an incredibly important activity that can either 

increase the value of museum collections involving organic materials, or it can be an 

activity that results in the loss of specimens, through needless consumptive sampling.  To 

better understand the ramifications of such research, it is useful to know a bit more about 

DNA research, DNA preservation, and the compromises that may be encountered with 

traditional research collections.    
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DNA 

 

 

The Molecule 

 

 All biological specimens contain genetic material called deoxyribonucleic acid, or 

DNA.  Items that have been tested for viable DNA vary drastically, from fossilized feces 

and pupa casings to the more common hair, blood, feathers, fats, and tissues (Loy 1993, 

44; Wayne et al. 1999, 462).  DNA is composed of nucleotides, which consist of 

deoxyribose, a simple sugar, phosphate, and four main bases: adenine (A), guanine (G), 

cytosine (C), and thymine (T) (Bodmer and McKie 1995; Watson and Berry 2003; 

Watson and Crick 1953, 737-738; Wells 2006; Williams and Malone 2006, 259).  These 

bases will only pair with their complementary base.  C will link with G, and A will link 

with T, forming a double helix (Watson and Crick 1953, 737-738).  The order of these 

pairings is the composite for a specimen’s genetic code.   

 DNA is found in cells.  When one refers to DNA, it is commonly the DNA found 

in the nucleus of the cell that is being referenced, also known as nuclear DNA.  DNA also 

can be found in the mitochondria contained within a cell’s cytoplasm; this type of DNA 

is known as mitochondrial DNA.  Mitochondrial DNA, or mtDNA, does not contain a 

structure consisting of a double helix; instead it is circular, similar to bacterial DNA 

(Wells 2006).  Mitochondrial DNA often is used during tests involving ancient DNA 

because it is “small and well characterized” and “mammalian cells have approximately 

[1,000-10,000] copies of mtDNA” (Hagelberg 1991, 400).  The composition and 

abundance of mtDNA makes it likely that it might survive any of the adverse 

circumstances that negatively impact nuclear DNA. 
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 To better examine DNA, scientists have been cloning it since the 1970s, but the 

amount of DNA required for the original cloning process was quite large (Bodmer and 

McKie 1995).  In the early 1980s, Kary Mullis invented a revolutionary means by which 

DNA could be cloned, or amplified, a technique known as polymerase chain reaction, or 

PCR (Bodmer and McKie 1995).    

 The process of PCR amplification is relatively simple.  Vials containing the 

solution of DNA and the appropriate reagents are placed into a thermocycler, a machine 

that will heat and cool the vials based upon a precise timetable.  One of the reagents is 

polymerase, a thermostable enzyme that is utilized during denaturation (Erlich et al. 

1991, 1643).  Denaturation is where the polymerase will split a single strand of DNA 

lengthwise so that it only has one side; using the analogy of a ladder, it is split down the 

middle of each rung.   

 After denaturation the solution is cooled and oligonucleotides, or primers, 

pinpoint two small regions on both strands of DNA.  These regions are known as the 3’ 

hydroxyl and the 5’ hydroxyl groups (Bodmer and McKie 1995; Erlich et al. 1991, 1643).  

It should be noted that during this second stage, called primer binding, or annealing, the 

portion of DNA targeted for amplification by the primers is small, typically no more than 

a thousand base pairs and often, much fewer (Bodmer and McKie 1995; Golenberg et al. 

1991, 423; Hagelberg 1991, 402; Pruvost et al. 2005, 569; Wayne et al. 1999, 495).  The 

binding of the primer with the denatured DNA provides two points of double-stranded 

DNA, the platforms from which synthesis will occur (Riley 2005, 5; Watson and Berry 

2003).   
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 After the primer is attached, deoxynucleotide triphospates, or dNTPs, provide 

unattached adenine, guanine, cytosine, and thymine bases, which are used by the 

polymerase to begin the third stage, DNA synthesis.  During this stage, the DNA 

molecule is rebuilt, beginning at the 3’ hydroxyl end and working towards the 5’ 

hydroxyl end on both strands (Cook-Deegan 1994; Erlich et al. 1991, 1643).  After a 

precise amount of time, sometimes as short as one minute, a complete strand of the 

targeted DNA is created and the thermocycler begins again with the process of 

denaturation (Bodmer and McKie 1995).  If PCR has been completed successfully, the 

targeted strand of DNA has been replicated over a million times. 

 PCR has made the study of both modern and ancient nucleic and mitochondrial 

DNA more readily accessible.  The claims for successful DNA amplification have been 

diverse and include advances in systematics and phylogenetics (Bodmer and McKie 

1995; Cherfas 1991, 1354-1356; Erlich et al.1991, 1647; Golenberg 1991, 424; Hadly et 

al. 2003, 403-417; Hanni et al.1994 12337; Higuchi et al. 1984, 282-284; Klanten et al. 

2003, 771; Meyer 2005; Watson and Berry 2003; Wells 2006), migration and admixture, 

or the interbreeding of two previously separate groups (Meyer 2005), ecology and 

paleoecology (Cherfas 1991, 1354-1356; Golenberg et al. 1991, 424; Hagelberg 1991, 

405; Loy 1993, 44), and the study of microbes and epidemiology (Erlich et al.1991, 1647; 

Meyer 2005; Watson and Berry 2003). 

   As invaluable as the acquisition of information may be, the merits of DNA 

research need to be weighed in each instance, given that the sampling of specimens is a 

destructive process.  In recent years, the amount needed to be sampled from a specimen 

for successful extraction and amplification has become smaller due to advances with 
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PCR, but care still should be taken to preserve the items placed under a museum’s 

protection.  Attention and precision are particularly necessary during the extraction and 

amplification process, to ensure that there is little possibility for contamination, and that 

if there is contamination it can be caught immediately, so that false representations are 

not made (Bawaya 2000, 14; Cherfas 1991, 1354-1356; Meyer 2005). 

 

DNA Procedural Challenges 

 

 When utilizing the polymerase chain reaction to amplify DNA, it should be 

remembered that the advantage PCR gives the researcher is also a disadvantage.  PCR 

can amplify a minute amount of DNA.  As a result, if the sample were contaminated with 

DNA from a source that is less degraded than the target, then that new sample will 

typically out-compete degraded DNA for primers and dNTPs (Bodmer and McKie 1995; 

Erlich et al. 1991, 1645; Riley 2005, 5).  Contaminating DNA can be caused by 

exogenous DNA from previous experiments and handling, or from other cellular material 

found within the laboratory, including skin cells, bacteria, or fungi (Briggs 2005; Erlich 

et al. 1991, 1645; Golenberg et al. 1991, 422; Hagelberg 1991, 399; Meyer 2005).  The 

latter example of a contamination source is almost inevitable when the tables, tools, and 

equipment used have not been properly cleaned and sterilized.  Since the initial 

embarrassment of published false positives (Wayne et al. 1999, 461), strict policies and 

procedures have been put in place to make contamination less likely.  Some of the most 

stringent protocols call for separate extraction and PCR chambers as well as the donning 

of special garments (Meyer 2005).   

 Within the extraction chamber, some typical modifications include positive 

pressurization, an easily sterilized hood where the extraction occurs, and the ability to 
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sterilize every surface in the room using ultraviolet light.  Additionally, the reagents, 

pipettes, and all equipment need to be kept as sterile as possible to avoid contamination.  

Wiping the vials being placed into the hood with a 10% bleach solution is now standard 

practice as is the use of distilled and sanitized ampoules of water, which are used to give 

the solution the required volume for PCR amplification (Bodmer and McKie 1995).  

Another recommendation that may reduce the likelihood of undesirable DNA being 

amplified is to expose batch solutions to ultraviolet light before adding the target DNA 

and polymerase (Golenberg et al. 1991, 423).  These precautions allow DNA extraction 

to occur in a sterile environment.  However, irrespective of the means by which 

contamination is avoided, each series of extractions and amplifications should contain a 

control sample that has been exposed to the same procedures and environments, and only 

lacks the target DNA (Riley 2005, 5).  Although having a clean control does not ensure 

that the other vials were not contaminated with undesirable DNA, it does assist in the 

elimination of doubt.   

 An uncontaminated control sample does not prevent discrepancies from occurring 

during the amplification process.  Discrepancies can arise from a variety of 

circumstances.  It might be as a result of an inadequate sample amount, one that was not 

large enough to contain an ancient DNA molecule (Hanni et al. 1994, 12339).  

Discrepancies also can occur when a primer does not fully extend (Erlich et al. 1991, 

1644), or denaturation does not fully occur.  This leads to inefficient priming (Golenberg 

et al. 1991, 422).  The latter most often occurs when the target DNA is small.  A third 

cause of discrepancies during the amplification process is from inhibitors introduced with 

the target DNA.  An inhibitor can be any number of substances that are foreign to the 
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DNA being targeted.  Two of the most common include secondary metabolites from plant 

matter and clay particles from the original matrix where the specimen was found 

(Golenberg et al. 1991, 424).  If the type of inhibitor can be determined, then it often can 

be counteracted during the extraction process with the use of specially designed kits, or 

the addition of chemicals or serums that may counteract the inhibitors (Golenberg et al. 

1991, 423).   

 Inhibitors are not the only issues faced by DNA researchers; a degraded DNA 

sample can have many detrimental effects on the amplification process.  One of the most 

serious is when the bases (A, T, C, and G) have been modified.  This modification can 

assist in a process known as jumping PCR, which will give false positives due to 

“nucleotide misincorporation and in vitro recombination” (Pruvost et al. 2005, 570).  This 

chimeric effect can be seen in tests that amplified ancient DNA.  This is why it is vital to 

have a control and to replicate reactions, “to ensure authenticity and repeatability of 

microsatellite products as well as to eliminate the possibility of having chimeric PCR 

products resulting from degraded DNA obtained from museum specimens” (Bouzat et al. 

1998, 3). 

 

DNA Preservation 

 

 The best preserved DNA has been found in cold, high, and dry environments, 

protected from ultraviolet light (Stokstad 2000, 530; Wayne et al. 1999, 463); yet, even 

under the most favorable conditions, DNA deterioration continues to occur.  It has been 

predicted that DNA is preserved for only a few thousand years in temperate regions and a 

maximum of 100,000 years under the previously mentioned, favorable conditions 

(Gibbons 1998, 47; Loy 1993, 44; Meyer 2005).    
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 Damage to DNA may be caused by many external factors (Bada et al. 1999, 77; 

Wayne et al. 1999, 463) and is prevalent in both living and deceased organisms, due to its 

underlying composition and structure.  For instance, the bases adenine and guanine are 

purines, which are generally more stable, while cytosine and thymine are less stable 

pyrimidines.  The pyrimidines, especially thymine, are highly susceptible to damage from 

oxidation (Pääbo 1989, 1941).  

 The amount of DNA that is preserved within a specimen also is dependent upon 

the rapidity of desiccation (Gibbons 1998, 47; Pääbo 1989, 1942).  The rate of 

desiccation, or removal of water, for specimens is important.  The faster a specimen is 

desiccated, the less likely DNA will deteriorate due to endogenous hydrolytic processes 

that would promote destabilization among the purines and pyramidines (Hanni et al. 

1994, 12337; Pääbo 1989, 1940).  Once these bases become destabilized, the DNA 

becomes extremely alkali sensitive due to apurinic and apyramidinc sites and the 

modification of sugar residues (Pääbo 1989, 1941).   

 While DNA is fragile, it is only a little more fragile than the organic matrix where 

it typically is housed.  Collagen, a common source of DNA, is a fibrous protein 

consisting of three peptide chains; for example, in mammals, collagen occurs in many 

soft tissues as well as in the organic components of bone.  The chains are linked through 

hydrogen bonds and reflect the stability of the collagen and bone matrix (Williams 1999, 

26).  The stability of collagen and bone are indicative as to whether DNA might be 

retrieved (Golenberg et al. 1991, 421; Pääbo 1989, 1942).   

 When retrieving DNA from samples that may be ancient or have oxidative 

damage, it is important to remember that degraded pyramidines, particularly deaminated 
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cytosines, can cause erroneous data through nucleotide misincorporation (Pääbo 1989, 

1941; Pruvost et al. 2005, 573).  This misincorporation can create artifactual mutations, 

allowing the incomplete strands to act as primer binding sites (Golenberg et al. 1991, 

420; Hanni et al. 1994).  The potential for erroneous data needs to be kept in mind during 

any DNA study, particularly because the modification of pyrimidines in DNA is 

prevalent.  Pääbo (1989, 1941) found that “at least 1 pyrimidine in 10 was modified in the 

ancient DNA”.   

 Most of these modifications to the structure of DNA can be attributed to 

environmental sensitivity.  DNA is a fragile molecule that tends to breakup rather quickly 

into short sections, and as the molecules become smaller the possibility of amplification 

becomes less likely.  These short sections are typically composed of no more than 500 

base pairs, whereas fresh, untreated specimens typically contain a hundred million base 

pairs (Golenberg et al. 1991, 422; Williams and Malone 2006, 259). 

 

Traditional Research Collections 

 

 Research using specimens has been noted since the 1700s, with Linnaeus, and has 

continued to expand with the use of traditional specimen collections through to the 

present (Birney and Chaote 1994, 121-138; Barrowclough 1985; Cato and Jones 1991; 

Hamilton 1955, 661).  This research has been influenced by the number of new taxa that 

have been discovered and maintained by museums, which has increased significantly 

during the past two hundred years (Anderson 1965, 2; Hafner et al. 1997, 6; Hamilton 

1955, 661).  Traditional specimen collections have had a rapid evolution from being 

collected by the trophy hunter and armchair analysts (Anthony 1925, 4; Hamilton 1955, 

675), to government funded exploration (Anderson 1965, 3; Hamilton 1955, 664), to 
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academic based collecting (Birney and Chaote 1994, 9-10; Burcaw 1997, 60-1; Miller 

1985).   

 During this timeline, most collections were supplied by specimen preparators 

(often referred to by researchers as the collector), but not necessarily preservation 

specialists.  While they had a somewhat passive knowledge regarding the preparation of 

specimens, the primary goal might range from sport (Anthony 1925, 4), to collection 

development, to research, but not necessarily to provide diverse and impeccable 

specimens for long-term research needs (Williams 1999, 149).  Alternately, at times in 

the past, collecting may have been motivated by government grants that allowed for the 

collecting of additional specimens as a part of the “westward exploration and expansion” 

process (Anderson 1965, 3; Hamilton 1955, 664).   

Increasingly, Recent mammal specimens are being collected, and the preparators 

themselves vary in skill and knowledge (Anthony 1925, 4; Hornaday 1894, 2).  Not all 

preparators are preservation specialists, and they might use outdated information to 

stabilize specimens (Christenson 1979, 161; Johnson 1993, 263; Rose et al. 1993, 199).  

Additionally, specimens that were collected in the past fulfilled an immediate need, but 

may not have been meant to be the foundations for permanent collections (Williams 

1999, 149).  This practice of collecting with only the present in mind has set a precedent 

that could be detrimental to future research.  This is particularly the case for those studies 

that require the examination of cells and cellular components containing DNA.  

Obtaining viable DNA can be uncertain; often it is the exception rather than the rule.  

Limitations in DNA research are the result of degraded DNA due to the use of a number 

of materials and methods applied during collection, stabilization, processing, 
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maintenance, and storage.  Any of these stages can affect the potential recovery of DNA, 

and each is dependent on the specific preservation practices employed (Cato and Jones 

1991; Williams and Malone 2006, 259-60). 

The collection and preservation of specimens sets the tone for their future use.  

Once an organism has been collected, it becomes a specimen.  The life of the specimen 

will revolve around any preservation treatments that it receives.  Preservation treatments 

involve those actions that will benefit the aesthetic, conceptual, and physical 

characteristics of the specimen (Duckworth et al. 1993).  Treatments that a specimen 

undergoes in the field are meant to stabilize, however, they can affect both the 

morphological and microscopic structure (Anthony 1925, 4; Bada et al. 1999, 81; 

Hagelberg 1991, 399; Hall 1962, 24-25; Johnson 1994, 224).  As a result, it is imperative 

that the preparators have knowledge regarding the best treatments under varying 

circumstances (Anthony 1925, 43; Caldararo 1987, 91; Gillespie et al. 2002, 454; Hangay 

and Dingley 1985; Hornaday 1894, 24-45; Johnson 1994, 229; Johnson 1993, 262; 

Merriam 1889; Miller 1901, 3; Wagstaff and Fidler 1968; Williams and Hawks 1987, 21; 

Williams and Malone 2006, 259-260).  In addition to the stabilization treatments received 

in the field, the specimen will undergo processing once it arrives at the institution.  These 

treatments can encompass freezing (Baker and Haiduk 1985; Gillespie et al. 2002, 454; 

Hangay and Dingley 1985; Hawaii Biological Survey, Bishop Museum 2002) or the 

addition of chemicals for pest control or desiccation (Caldararo 1987, 89; Knell 1994; 

Linnie 1994, 43-58; Merriam 1889, 3-4; Nason 2001, 67-81; Sirois and Sansoucy 2001, 

49-51; Williams and Hawks 1987, 37-49).  Often the techniques employed are dependent 

upon the specimen and the intentions for its future use (Anderson 1965, 7; Bourque et al. 
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1980, 794; Christenson 1979, 161; Gareis et al.1969, 45; Hawaii Biological Survey, 

Bishop Museum 2002; The Nymphalidae Systematics Group 2008, 2).   

Care is required with any preservation treatment, particularly when the specimen 

might be utilized in research that will rely upon techniques that focus on DNA extraction 

and amplification.  Specimens utilized in DNA research can vary drastically, ranging 

between specimens recovered from archaeological excavations to those that have been 

collected from living or recently deceased plants and animals (Birney and Chaote 1994, 

9-10; Johnson 1994, 230; Williams and Malone 2006, 260).  While these broad categories 

are utilized in DNA research, this contribution focuses on Recent mammal specimens, 

dating from the 1800s, contained within traditional research collections. 

Initially preservation, which includes the most effective means of promoting the 

item long-term (Duckworth et al. 1993), involves stabilization, because it includes 

“activities associated with halting active deterioration and minimizing the risk of loss, 

damage, or disorder as it relates to the specimen and its associated information”.   

Deterioration begins with the acquisition of specimens through collection methods like 

salvage, traps, or shooting.  Once the preparator has acquired the specimen, it is stabilized 

to prevent further deterioration.  Stabilization methods may include skinning, drying, 

tanning, emersion in alcohol or formalin, and the application of chemicals to prevent the 

decomposition of organic elements as well as preventive treatments against insects 

(Anderson 1965; Anthony 1925; Hall 1962; Hornaday 1894; Miller 1901; Williams et al. 

1977, 54-56).  The quality of the stabilization treatment with respect to appropriateness, 

timing, and application, can influence how useful common specimen components, such 

as its skin, bones, and tissues, will be for future use.   
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The next preservation stage, processing, includes “activities beyond stabilization 

that are related to making the specimen available for use” (Williams 1999; Williams and 

Hawks 2005, 12).  These activities can include various forms of maceration (Anderson 

1965, 176; Hangay and Dingley 1985; Hornaday 1894, 282-284; Wagstaff and Fidler 

1968, 106-112; Williams 1999, 71), mastication by organisms, such as dermestid beetles 

(Anderson 1965, 178; Williams 1999, 55), and the addition of materials for support and 

form (Hangay and Dingley 1985; Hornaday 1894, 219-229).  Processing also includes 

any basic record-keeping associated with the specimen, such as labeling, accessioning, 

and cataloging.   

The maintenance stage of preservation includes “activities associated with 

corrective actions in response to a real or perceived problem” (Williams 1999; Williams 

and Hawks 2005, 12).  The maintenance of a specimen can be a demanding task, because 

a variety of forces and circumstances are acting upon the specimen at any given time.  

Sometimes stabilization treatments can involve the need for additional maintenance; for 

example, the use of liquids on bone may result in the need for repairs if moisture changes 

cause cracking or separation.  However, maintenance, which can directly affect the 

morphological structure of the specimen, can in turn, affect its cellular structure.  This is 

due to treatment practices typically consisting of the application and reapplication of 

techniques, often involving chemicals ranging from water, to adhesives, to pesticides (de 

Wet et al. 1990; Williams 1999, 89).    

The final stage of preservation is storage, which includes “preservation activities 

associated with the housing of the specimens for the sake of access, organization, and 

protection” (Williams 1999; Williams and Hawks 2005, 12-13).  While this stage might 
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seem somewhat simple and stable, it involves a variety of factors that can lead to the 

chemical, mechanical, and biological damage of specimens, and the collection as a 

whole.  For instance, chemical changes can be initiated by light (Duckworth et al. 1993, 

17), moisture (Riley 1998, 3; Nymphalidae Systematics Group 2008, 2; Williams 1999, 

82), and atmospheric gases (Herholdt 1990; Knell 1994).  Mechanical damages can occur 

with abrasive atmospheric particulates (Herholdt 1990; Knell 1994), improper storage 

(Gareis et al. 1969, 45, 53; Johnson 1993, 255; Duckworth et al. 1993, 17; Williams 

1991, 53-63), and improper handling (Bourque et al. 1980, 794; Christenson 1979, 161).  

Biological damages can occur when pests consume and soil parts of a collection through 

normal life functions (Linnie 1994, 43-58).    

It is clear that, with the above overview of preservation stages, there are many 

opportunities for the molecular integrity of specimens to be adversely influenced by 

various factors.  This in turn results in an unknown amount of deterioration to the DNA 

molecule.  Consequently, considering the conditions required for preserving the DNA 

molecule, it is conceivable that optimal preservation could be easily compromised with 

certain preservation treatments or combinations thereof. 

Many times, the preservation of specimens is undertaken with the best of 

intentions.  However, the techniques employed may not coincide with the best possible 

preservation practices, and in fact may be detrimental to the specimens’ long-term 

survival.  Often, poor preservation techniques result in a specimen that is not in a 

condition to be exhibited or used in educational programs.  However, specimens that lack 

immediate functionality and are not aesthetically pleasing might still be used in DNA 

research.  Yet, the treatments of the past play a large role in limiting a specimen’s 
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adaptability to the needs of present day researchers and advancing technology.  In many 

instances, those who have preserved specimens that have the potential to produce DNA 

evidence have not recorded the specimen’s treatments through time.  This can cause 

confusion and needless damage to specimens sampled for DNA, because DNA research 

is accomplished through the process of consumptive sampling.  However, if the treatment 

histories were known, then specimens could be selectively sampled, thus avoiding 

needless damage to those items that cannot be used for DNA studies (Nason 2001, 67-81; 

Sirois and Sansoucy 2001, 49-66).  Furthermore, such knowledge could help avoid the 

expense and effort required for DNA research.  Clearly, any knowledge of a specimen’s 

treatment history is vital.   

 

Merging Traditional Collections and DNA Research 

 

 Degraded DNA and false positives have been highly detrimental in the research 

of DNA.  Degraded samples can produce sporadic results, leading to questions regarding 

repeatability, the cornerstone of the scientific process.  Without the ability to replicate 

test results, conclusions have been cast into doubt (Wayne et al. 1999, 461).  This doubt 

can result in a dilemma for the museum staff because sampling is consumptive, even if 

DNA research has advanced to such a degree that only a small sample is needed for 

analysis (Baker 1994; Loy 1993).  As Clavir (1996, 105) notes, museum staff are duty 

bound “to take all possible precautions to prevent or minimize damage to collections and 

to oppose any situation, whether active or passive, that may cause or encourage any form 

of deterioration”. 

 To assist in alleviating some of the stress implicit in allowing specimens to be 

consumptively sampled and to ensure repeatability, Suarez and Tsutsui (2004, 70) 
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recommend that specimens should be cataloged and vouchers given to the original 

institution, when an item is utilized in research.  This produces documentation of the 

success or failure of specimens tested, particularly in the area of DNA research, where 

any knowledge of failure may prevent additional damage to a failed specimen.  The 

ability to understand and combine preservation and research needs is vital to the value of 

a specimen.   

 To better understand the areas for potential improvement and the future of 

collections, three main approaches were taken.  The first included the performance of a 

graduate assistantship in the forensic DNA laboratory at Baylor University.  This 

experience allowed the author to learn about the process of DNA extraction, 

amplification, and sequencing as well as to gain an understanding of the terminology and 

techniques utilized when performing DNA research.  Subsequent to this experience, the 

author co-authored a paper with her mentor (Williams and Malone 2006).  This paper 

discussed the need for DNA preservation research, as more and more specimens are 

being consumed through DNA sampling.  Finally, the author visited Texas Tech 

University to gain a better understanding of the facilities that house both traditional and 

non-traditional specimens.  Additionally, the visit provided the researcher with insight 

into the policies, procedures, and operations necessary to maintain specimen collections, 

as well as an understanding of the working concepts of a research collection, collection 

use, and the potential risk of contamination within the collections.   

Understanding the interactions between the specimen, its environment, and any 

treatment performed on the specimen is the most effective way of preserving the item for 

future use and research.  To this end, it is important that a better understanding be gained 
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regarding which factors might lead to consistently positive DNA results.  So, if the 

specimen should not logically contain DNA, then extensive and destructive research can 

be avoided.  The following represents a beginning of such a knowledge base.   

The subsequent sections begin with the process of DNA research, and are 

followed with an analysis of sampling performed on Recent mammal specimens from 

several traditional research collections, specifically for the purposes of DNA research.  

To better understand the conditions that may compromise or complement DNA research, 

the analysis of the sampled specimen sets compare DNA extraction, amplification and 

analysis procedures, parts sampled, specimen age, systematics, and preservation 

treatment histories. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

Methods 

 

 

To better understand the relationship between the consumptive sampling of 

Recent mammal specimens from traditional collections and DNA results, an appeal was 

made to the curator of mammals at the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH) 

for documentation of researchers using specimens for consumptive sampling.  Loan 

records provided the best documentation.  With a supporting letter from the AMNH, 

researchers using such sampling methods were contacted to determine if the samples they 

acquired were intended for DNA research.   

Due to the limited number of researchers conducting DNA research with 

specimens from the AMNH, the current study was expanded to include cases of sampling 

at other museums.  This was achieved by contacting two researchers who were known to 

perform DNA research.  As a result, these researchers were particularly helpful with 

increasing the specimen sample set used for the current study.  The institutions, with 

acronyms, which provided specimens for DNA sampling, include the following:   

American Museum of Natural History     AMNH 

University of California Museum of Vertebrate Zoology   MVZ 

National Museum of Natural History     NMNH 

University of Kansas        KU 

Denver Museum of Science and Nature     DMNH  

Burke Museum of Natural History and Culture     UWBM  

Louisiana State University Museum of Natural Science   LSUMZ  

Field Museum of Natural History      FMNH  

Canadian Museum of Nature       NMC 

Museum of Southwestern Biology      MSB  

University of Colorado Museum      UCM  

Museum of Texas Tech University      TTU  

North Dakota State Historical Society     NDSHS  
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Carnegie Museum of Natural History     CM  

University of North Carolina Wilmington     UNCW 

 

With regard to the specimen sample set, the researchers were asked about the 

procedures utilized and the subsequent results.  Further information on the specimen, 

such as institutional origin of record, collection catalog number, collecting date, and the 

description of the sample to be utilized also was obtained from the researcher when 

available.  Once these baseline data were tabulated in an Excel spreadsheet further 

research was conducted to complete the information about individual specimens.  Online 

databases of collection holdings proved particularly useful in obtaining missing 

information.   

 Once the specimens to be used in the current study were identified, the samples 

were separated into one of three groups according to the viability of the DNA obtained.  

The first group includes those specimens that were recorded as containing viable DNA, 

meaning a positive and uncontaminated sample of DNA was obtained from the specimen.  

The second group was termed “nonviable DNA” and includes those specimens that did 

not test positive for DNA or if there was not sufficient quantity or quality of DNA to be 

useful.  The third group is a sub-grouping of nonviable DNA and is termed 

“contaminated”.  The contaminated group includes those specimens that produced 

samples containing DNA from taxa other the specimen’s taxon.   

 With samples divided according to DNA viability, efforts were made to determine 

what might have caused the results.  To systematically approach this objective, the 

current study was subdivided into somewhat more focused studies involving procedures, 

parts sampled, specimen age, systematics, and preservation treatment history. 
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Procedures 

 

The DNA research procedures were requested from researchers to determine if 

laboratory techniques might affect DNA recovery.  While there are many methods for 

obtaining DNA, the preferences expressed by researchers were of primary interest.  The 

current study focused on extraction methods utilized by the researchers, namely 

commercial kits or phenol-chloroform.  Additional procedures were analyzed including the 

use of PCR, sequencing, and nanodrop spectrophotometry.  In the text, initials used to 

identify researchers are explained in the acknowledgements section. 

The researchers using each method were tabulated, as were the number of 

specimens within the sample set that utilized each method, if it was known.  Once the 

percentage of utilization for each procedure was known, each procedure was then analyzed 

and the data were recorded as viable DNA, nonviable DNA, or contaminated, based on the 

determination of the researcher.   

 

Parts Sampled 

 

The sampled parts of the traditional specimens can vary in location and material 

(for example, skin, hair, bone).  To determine the possible effects of the part sampled on 

DNA research, details of the part sampled were obtained from the loan records and from 

the researchers.  The specimens were initially grouped according to institutional 

description, specifically dry, wet, or frozen preservation of the specimen.  Because the 

frozen tissues deviate from the traditional collection focus of the current study, they were 

removed.  Once the sample set was limited to data from traditional collections only, they 

were categorized as being skin, bone, or fluid-preserved body parts, based on descriptive 

information about sampling location or technique.  After being identified as skin, bone, or 
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fluid-preserved, the sample set was analyzed and the data were recorded as viable DNA, 

nonviable DNA, or contaminated, based on the determination of the researcher.    

 

Specimen Age 

 

The age of a specimen might be directly correlated to the researchers’ ability to 

produce viable DNA, based upon the aforementioned rates of DNA deterioration from 

both the natural environment and the application of chemicals.  With regard to traditional 

specimens, the samples from such specimens fall into the category of “ancient DNA”.  

Although DNA has been removed from organisms much older than the Recent mammal 

specimens in traditional collections, like the ones included in this analysis, it is important 

to determine if specimen age influences the quantity or quality of DNA.    

For the purposes of this study, specimen age was determined by the year in which 

the specimen was collected and presumably preserved.  To accommodate the 

disproportionately small sample size compared to the number of years between the 

newest and oldest specimen, specimens were grouped by specimen age within 10-year 

periods, beginning with 1880 and continuing until the newest collection date was 

realized.  Then, for purposes of broad comparisons, the span of 10-year periods was 

divided into four period groups of three decades each.  Once the data was placed within 

the appropriate decade, the viability of the DNA produced was noted and the data were 

recorded as viable DNA, nonviable DNA, or contaminated, based on the determination of 

the researcher. 
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Systematics 

It is conceivable that anatomical (i.e., size or specializations) or physiological 

(i.e., metabolism or seasonal changes) differences might affect the quantity or quality of 

DNA due to fat deposits and muscle mass affecting the rate of dessication.  It is also 

possible that such differences could indirectly affect DNA results because of their 

influence on the preservation treatments and procedures used on the specimen.  Because 

such anatomical or physiological differences often characterize broad taxonomic groups, 

the current study compared three major groups of mammals to determine if the success of 

DNA research might favor one group over another.   

This comparison involved the three orders of mammals (bats, rodents, and 

carnivores) that make up 75% of specimens in research collections throughout the 

Western Hemisphere (Hafner et al. 1997).  Within each of these groups, the specimens 

examined included the same families, but not necessarily the same genera (Appendix A).  

The bats (Order Chiroptera) were represented by the Family Molossidae; the rodents 

(Order Rodentia) were represented by the Family Sciuridae; the carnivores (Order 

Carnivora) were represented by the Family Mustelidae.  For each taxonomic group the 

viability of the DNA was noted and the data were recorded as viable DNA, nonviable 

DNA, or contaminated, based on the determination of the researcher. 

 

Preservation Treatment History 

 

Basic information regarding specimen preparation was obtained from the 

databases.  Because the usefulness of preservation histories was not realized until 

recently, traditional protocols typically did not require preparators to record preservation 

treatments for individual specimens.  Furthermore, institutions rarely documented 
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collection treatments involving stabilization, processing, storage, and maintenance 

information.  These weaknesses may not have been remedied due to the large number of 

specimens being collected and maintained, as well as due to a lack of resources and 

funding.   

Due to the lack of preservation treatment history documentation, data were 

compiled based on publications from mammalogists who have influenced preservation 

practices in the past.  The Library of Congress and American Library Association edited, 

National Union Catalog pre-1956 imprint (1968-1981), was used to document the times 

and duration that an author provided relevant preservation instruction to the museum and 

scientific communities; this information is summarized in Figure 1.  Additionally, 

information regarding the minimum standards for mammalogy collections was also 

obtained from Hafner et al. (1997).   

The data regarding preparators were alphabetized by last name (Appendix B); 

they were then divided into groups based on the number of specimens prepared as well as 

the viability of DNA.  For purposes of comparison and discussion, preparators were 

associated as either providing two or more specimens that resulted in viable DNA, or 

providing specimens that resulted in nonviable DNA, contamination, or a combination of 

two or more specimens prepared by a single preparator that resulted in viable DNA and 

nonviable DNA or contamination.  The sample set was also grouped by institution, to 

understand if institutional practices or the practices of preparators that donate to a 

specific museum should be investigated further in future studies.  The specimens 

representing institutions were then further divided by viability and the data were recorded 

as viable DNA, nonviable DNA, or contaminated, based on the determination of the  
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researcher.  Chemicals promoted by mammalogists who have influenced preservation 

practices in the past (Anthony 1925; Hall 1962; Miller 1901) while also being affiliated 

with institutions represented in this analysis, were tabulated. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

Results 

 

 

 Data for this thesis include a sample set of 284 specimens.  The samples were 

taken from specimens representing the orders of Chiroptera, Rodentia, and Carnivora; 

specimens outside these orders were removed from the sample set due to lack of 

numbers.   Within these three orders, the sample set focuses specifically on traditional 

methods of preservation, namely wet or dry, thus all frozen samples were removed.  The 

resultant sample set is representative of Recent mammal specimens in traditional 

collections and includes specimens that date from 1883 to 1999.  The factors examined 

that lead to the successful acquisition of viable DNA include procedures, parts sampled, 

specimen age, systematics, and preservation treatment history. 

  

Procedures 

 

After the compilation of data, five different DNA research procedures were noted 

among the researchers.  Two or more of these procedures were utilized by three of the 

five researchers for DNA analysis (Table 1).  Within these five procedures, two represent 

methods of extracting DNA from a specimen (Table 2), only one of which would 

typically be used by a researcher (initials used to identify researchers are explained in the 

acknowledgements section).  The researchers used either a commercial kit or phenol-

chloroform.  Usage of a commercial kit occurred most frequently with 67.6% of the 

sample set.  Of those samples, 179 were extracted using a DNeasy Qiagen commercial kit 

(LH, MV), eight samples used an unspecified Qiagen kit (LR), and five samples were 
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extracted using an unnamed commercial kit (LA).  Phenol-chloroform was used in the 

extraction of DNA for 32.4% of specimens (SW).  Additional procedures performed on 

samples include the use of PCR (83.1%), sequencing (39.4%), and the use of a nanodrop 

spectrophotometer (59.2%) to analyze the potential for DNA recovery prior to running 

the sample on a gel. 

 

Table 1.  Summary of DNA procedures used by different researchers with traditional 

museum specimens. 

 

 Researcher  Commercial 

Kit 

Phenol-

Chloroform  

PCR Sequencing Nanodrop  

Spectrophotometer 

LA X     

LH X  X X X 

LR X  X X  

MV X     

SW  X X X  

 

 

The two extraction procedures provided evidence of viable and nonviable DNA, 

as well as contamination.  The commercial kits produced viable DNA for 86.0% of 

samples, 14.0% of samples resulted in nonviable DNA (8.3% without DNA evidence; 

5.7% contaminated).  Phenol-chloroform produced viable DNA for 92.4% of samples and 

resulted in 7.6% of nonviable DNA, none of which was due to contamination.   Because 

the differences of acquiring viable versus nonviable DNA with both procedures are very 

small, and any further subdivision of the existing sample would compromise effective 
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comparison of other specimen-related factors, the specimens from the two extraction 

procedures are combined for purposes of conducting such comparisons. 

 

Table 2.  Summary of DNA results based on extraction procedure (sample size indicated 

within parentheses). 

 

Procedure Overall 

Sample Size 

Viable DNA Nonviable DNA Contaminated 

Commercial Kit  192 86.0% (165) 8.3% (16) 5.7% (11) 

Phenol-

Chloroform 
92 

92.4% (85) 7.6% (7) 0.0% (0) 

 

In addition to understanding how well extraction procedures perform, knowing if 

the utilization of additional procedures with the sample is likely to influence the recovery 

of DNA also is important.  While the nature of nanodrop spectrophotometry and 

sequencing will not affect the recovery of DNA, they will indicate the likelihood of 

viable DNA and the sequence of adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C), and thymine (T) 

within the DNA molecule, respectively.  In addition to these two procedures, PCR was 

also employed with 83.1% of the samples. 

These procedures, performed on samples in addition to extraction (Table 3), 

include PCR (91.5% viable DNA), sequencing (94.6% viable DNA), and nanodrop 

spectrophotometry (90.5% viable DNA).  It should be noted that of the 168 samples that 

underwent spectrophotometry, 98.8% originally evidenced viable DNA, but subsequent 

analysis resulted in the final 90.5% viability rating.  Of the 284 samples it is known that 

PCR was or was not utilized with 282 samples (Table 4).  Only 46 of those samples were 

not amplified using PCR before being analyzed for DNA.  Within that sample set, 30.4% 
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did not evidence DNA as opposed to only 3.8% of samples not evidencing DNA among 

the 236 samples that did undergo PCR.   

 

Table 3.  Summary of DNA results based on procedures subsequent to extraction (sample 

size indicated within parentheses). 

 

Procedure Overall 

Sample Size 

Viable DNA Nonviable DNA Contaminated 

PCR 236 91.5% (216) 3.8% (9) 4.7% (11) 

Sequencing 112 94.6% (106) 0.0% (0) 5.4% (6) 

Nanodrop  

Spectrophotometer 
168 90.5% (152) 6.5% (11) 3.0% (5) 

 

Table 4.  Summary of DNA results based on the utilization of polymerase chain reaction 

(sample size indicated within parentheses). 

 

Procedure 

Overall 

Sample Size Viable DNA Nonviable DNA Contaminated 

PCR Not Utilized 46 69.6% (32) 30.4% (14) 0.0% (0) 

PCR Utilized 236 91.5% (216) 3.8% (9) 4.7% ( 11) 

 

 

Parts Sampled 

 

The basic description for the specimen part sampled by the researcher 

encompassed dry skin, dry bone, and fluid-preserved body parts.  Of the 284 specimens 

included in the study, 70.1% involved sampling from dry skin.  Dry bone was sampled 

with 28.5% of the specimens, and fluid-preserved body parts involved 1.4% of the 
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specimens.  Of the 199 skin samples taken, 89.5% resulted in viable DNA and 10.5% 

resulted in nonviable DNA (8.0% without DNA evidence; 2.5% contaminated) (Table 5). 

 

Table 5.  Summary of DNA results based on specimen part sampled (sample size 

indicated within parentheses). 

 

Sample 

Description 

Overall 

Sample Size Viable DNA Nonviable DNA Contaminated 

Skin 199 89.5% (178) 8.0% (16) 2.5% (5) 

Bone 81 88.9% (72) 3.7% (3) 7.4% (6) 

Fluid 4 0% (0) 100% (4) 0% (0) 

 

 

Bone, the second most frequently sampled portion of a specimen, provided 81 

samples.  Of this total, 88.9% of the samples included viable DNA and 11.1% included 

nonviable DNA (3.7% without DNA evidence; 7.4% contaminated).  Fluid-preserved 

body parts consisted of four samples.  None of these samples produced viable DNA. 

 

Specimen Age 

 

The collecting year for specimens that were later sampled by researchers spanned 

from 1883 to 1999 (Table 6).  Most specimens (66.2%) were collected between 1910 and 

1970.  Of the 188 specimens from that time period, 84.0% provided viable DNA, while 

16.0% did not provide viable DNA (11.2% nonviable DNA; 4.8% contaminated).   

The specimens that were collected during 1880-1910 and 1970-2000, included 

30.6% of the total sample.  Of the 87 specimens from these two time periods, 96.6% 

provided viable DNA, while only 3.4% did not provide viable DNA (2.3% nonviable 
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DNA; 1.1% contaminated).  Of the 284 specimens, nine were not associated with known 

collection years.  Of those nine, only one did not provide viable DNA due to 

contamination. 

 

Table 6.  Summary of DNA results based on specimen age (sample size indicated within 

parentheses). 

 

Collection Period Overall 

Sample Size 

Viable  DNA  Nonviable DNA  Contaminated 

1880-1909 39 94.9% (37) 2.6% (1) 2.6% (1) 

1910-1939 98 81.6% (80) 10.2% (10) 8.2% (8) 

1940-1969 90 86.7% (78) 12.2% (11) 1.1% (1) 

1970-1999 48 97.9% (47) 2.1% (1) 0.0% (0) 

Unknown 9 88.9% (8) 0.0% (0) 11.1% (1) 

 

 

The specimens that were collected during 1880-1910 and 1970-2000, included 

30.6% of the total sample.  Of the 87 specimens from these two time periods, 96.6% 

provided viable DNA, while only 3.4% did not provide viable DNA (2.3% nonviable 

DNA; 1.1% contaminated).  Of the 284 specimens, nine were not associated with known 

collection years.  Of those nine, only one did not provide viable DNA due to 

contamination. 

 

Systematics 

 

The specimens sampled included the orders Chiroptera, Rodentia, and Carnivora 

(Table 7).  Most specimens (94.7%) were from the Order Carnivora (Family Mustelidae).  
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Of the 269 specimens from that taxonomic group, 91.4% provided viable DNA, while 

8.6% did not provide viable DNA (6.7% without DNA evidence; 1.9% contaminated).  

Rodentia (Family Sciuridae) contained 10 specimens, 40% provided viable DNA, while 

60% of the samples were contaminated.  Chiroptera (Family Molossidae) contained only 

five specimens, all of which did not produce viable DNA. 

 

Table 7.  Summary of DNA results from specimens representing three taxonomic groups 

of mammals (sample size indicated within parentheses). 

 

Taxonomic Group Overall 

Sample Size 

Viable DNA  Nonviable DNA Contaminated 

Chiroptera (bats) 5 0% (0) 100% (5) 0% (0) 

Rodentia (rodents) 10 40.0% (4) 0% (0) 60.0% (6) 

Carnivora (carnivores) 269 91.4% (246) 6.7% (18) 1.9% (5) 

 

 

Preservation Treatment History 

 

 Building a preservation history for any particular specimen is a challenge due to 

the lack of information.  For purposes of the current study the preparators and institutions 

were useful as starting points for understanding such history.  Further details about 

specific preservation practices had to rely on institutions that had permanent staff that 

served as authors who described and shared preservation methodologies.   

 

Preparators 

 

 Information regarding the preparator was obtained for 76.0% of the specimens 

(Appendix B).  There were 136 preparators who provided 218 specimens.  Sixty-nine 

specimens (24.0%) have unknown preparators.  Of the 136 known preparators, 83.8% 
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only prepared specimens that produced viable DNA.  Of those preparators only 23 

(17.0%) prepared two or more specimens that produced viable DNA.  Of the known 

preparators, only 10 (7.4%) prepared specimens that resulted in nonviable DNA, while 

only four preparators (2.9%) prepared specimens that resulted in contaminated DNA.   

Four preparators (2.9%) prepared specimens that produced either viable or nonviable 

DNA, and four preparators (2.9%) prepared specimens that produced either viable or 

contaminated DNA (Figure 2).   
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Figure 2.  Graph of DNA results based on preparators associated with specimens that 

resulted in mixed or nonviable DNA; showing proportions of viable, nonviable, and 

contaminated DNA. 
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Institution 

 

The success rates for acquiring viable DNA according to institutional collection 

were tabulated for the 284 specimens (Table 8).  Viable DNA was acquired from at least 

66% of the specimens among all institutions.  Of the 15 institutions examined, 53.3% 

provided only specimens with viable DNA; this accounted for 34.5% of the total number 

of specimens.  Of the institutions providing more than 10 specimens, the highest 

percentages of nonviable DNA specimens, included NMC (20.0%), KU (18.2%), FMNH 

(14.3%), and MVZ (10.7%).   Contamination was noted with only one institution 

(AMNH), resulting in 21.6% of those samples being inadequate for DNA research. 

 

Preservation Practices 

 

 With regard to preservation methodologies, AMNH, KU, and NMNH provided 

larger samples of specimens as well as individuals that published field preservation 

methods (see Figure 1), specifically H.  E.  Anthony, E.  R.  Hall, and G.  S.  Miller.  

With each of these individuals publishing and reprinting field preservation methods for at 

least 25 years, it is assumed that described methods would be incorporated by others that 

added specimens to their respective collections.  Although, it is realized that such an 

assumption cannot be substantiated without potentially expensive analyses, it is 

worthwhile to at least recognize the possible preservation materials used at the time and 

at the institution in question. 
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Table 8.  Summary of DNA results based on institution (sample size indicated within 

parentheses). 

Institution Sample Size      Viable  Nonviable  Contaminated 

AMNH 51 68.6% (35) 9.8% (5) 21.6% (11) 

CM 2 100.0% (2) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 

DMNH 18 94.4% (17) 5.6% (1) 0.0% (0) 

FMNH 14 85.7% (12) 14.3% (2) 0.0% (0) 

KU 33 81.8% (27) 18.2% (6) 0.0% (0) 

LSUMZ 15 100.0% (15) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 

MSB 5 100.0% (5) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 

MVZ 56 89.3% (50) 10.7% (6) 0.0% (0) 

NDSHS 3 66.7% (2) 33.3% (1) 0.0% (0) 

NMC 10 80.0% (8) 20.0% (2) 0.0% (0) 

NMNH 47 100.0% (47) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 

TTU 7 100.0% (7) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 

UCM 7 100.0% (7) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 

UNCW 1 100.0% (1) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 

UWBM 15 100.0% (15) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 
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Of particular interest would be the chemicals used for stabilization, processing, 

maintenance, and storage.  To this end, Table 9 indicates the chemicals suggested by H.  

E.  Anthony, E.  R.  Hall, and G.  S.  Miller for specimen preservation.  Of the chemicals 

mentioned in the literature by these authors, 50% were advocated for use by more than 

one author.  Additional chemicals, which have been mentioned in literature pertaining to 

stabilization, processing, maintenance, and storage, have been itemized in Appendix C by 

the date of literary publication. 

Table 9.  Summary of chemicals recommended for use by H.  E.  Anthony, E.  R.  Hall, 

and G.  S.  Miller on specimens. 

 

Chemical H.  E.  Anthony (1925) E.  R.  Hall (1962)G.  S.  Miller (1901)

Acetone  X  

Alcohol  X X X 

Alum X X X 

Arsenic/Arsenical soap X X X 

Benzene X   

Carbon di-/bisulphate   X 

Carbon tetrachloride  X  

Soap/Detergent X X X 

Formalin X X X 

Gasoline  X  

Insect powder X   

Naphthalene X  X 

Paradichlorbenzene X   

Salt  X X 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

Discussion 

 

  

The value of a museum is proportionate to its utilization by or on the behalf of the 

public.  One way in which traditional collections are being utilized is through DNA 

research, which has increased the value of specimen-based collections.  However, this 

utilization can be as detrimental as it can be beneficial, because DNA research is 

predominantly a destructive process.  With parts being removed from specimens, it is 

important that both the museum staff and the researcher know beforehand whether a 

specimen is likely to be of use in DNA research.  If the specimen is unlikely to produce 

viable DNA, staff can make an informed decision regarding sampling.  To this end, the 

museum staff maintaining specimens should have a functioning knowledge of DNA and 

DNA preservation, in addition to knowing how stabilization, processing, maintenance, 

and storage can affect a specimen’s DNA (Cato and Jones 1991; Williams and Malone 

2006, 269-60).  These four stages of preservation can affect DNA due to the interactions 

between the molecules and chemicals used for preservation, as well as those chemicals 

produced by off-gassing or interaction with other specimens.    

In addition to chemicals, the environment can play a part in DNA preservation, 

not only in relation to storage conditions, but also the original environment in which a 

specimen was found.  The best preserved DNA has been found in cold, high, and dry 

environments, protected from ultraviolet light (Stokstad 2000, 530; Wayne et al. 1999, 

463) as well as in those environments that allow for rapid desiccation (Gibbons 1998, 47; 

Pääbo 1989, 1942).  Environments in which the rate of desiccation is inhibited cause the 
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bases (A, T, C, and G) to become destabilized, allowing the DNA to become sensitive to 

alkaline materials (Pääbo 1989, 1941), like soda, potash, and ammonia.  Additionally, 

DNA, particularly the pyramidines thymine (T) and cytosine (C), are less stable than their 

purine counterparts, adenine (A) and guanine (G), and therefore are susceptible to 

oxidation (Pääbo 1989, 1941).   

It should be remembered that DNA, particularly nuclear DNA, is a fragile 

molecule, which tends to breakup rather quickly into short sections.  This can make the 

recovery of viable DNA more difficult.  It also should be remembered that while 

mitochondrial DNA, which also is used in DNA research is more stable, it is still 

susceptible to external influences like inappropriate temperature, inappropriate relative 

humidity, and reactive chemicals.  As a result, there are many opportunities for the 

molecular integrity of a specimen to be adversely influenced, resulting in an unknown 

amount of DNA deterioration, which can accumulate as the specimen ages.   

The deterioration of DNA from preservation treatments and age can be 

counteracted in part by the processes through which DNA is researched, particularly 

through amplification using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (Bodmer and McKie 

1995; Cook-Deegan 1994; Erlich et al. 1991, 1643; Golenberg et al. 1991, 423; 

Hagelberg 1991, 402; Pruvost et al. 2005, 569; Riley 2005, 5; Watson and Berry 2003; 

Wayne et al. 1999, 495).  Amplification using PCR can target a strand of DNA and 

replicate it over a million times, allowing a previously degraded sample to test positive 

for viable DNA.  However, even with this procedure, some of the traditional specimens 

resulted in nonviable DNA.  As a result, DNA extraction, amplification and analysis 

procedures are studied as well as natural factors of deterioration like age, part sampled, 
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systematics and treatment histories, to better understand what factors would be more 

likely to result in viable DNA.  The approach taken in this study is unique from previous 

studies involving either museum collections or DNA research.  Furthermore, because 

information about collection use is so important for protecting both research specimens 

and the integrity of reliable DNA research, the current study is considered relevant and 

timely.   

The research and analysis of data presented in this thesis is a preliminary effort to 

draw attention to the need for further study with a larger sample size in all categories 

under investigation.  Due to limitations in the number of researchers, specimens, and 

research designs, there are inherent limitations when attempting to state definitive 

conclusions.  However, the thesis, in addition to forging channels for further study, 

provides information on how DNA research and traditional collections can come together 

in a mutually beneficial manner to serve the long-term interests of research collections.  

The current study examines how this relationship actually occurs with real specimens and 

real data.  Although the sections on methods and results highlighted the findings of this 

study, details about the DNA extraction and amplification procedures used, the part of the 

specimen sampled, specimen age, specimen systematics, and preservation treatment 

histories are provided in the following text. 

 

Procedures 

 

The procedure for extracting DNA from a sample does not seem to have a direct 

bearing on the likelihood that DNA will be recovered.  Simply comparing the results of 

extraction procedures in terms of DNA being viable, nonviable, or contaminated, does 

not indicate suitability of the extraction method.  However, given similar percentages in 
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nonviable DNA outcomes, other factors might be considered when choosing which 

extraction method to use.  For instance, using organic solvents like phenol and 

chloroform are major health concerns due to their caustic and toxic qualities (Thomas et 

al. 1989, 5411).   Furthermore, it has been surmised that using a commercial kit, like 

those produced by Qiagen, can be more efficient while producing similar results to 

extractions using phenol-chloroform (Chan et al. 2001).   

Whether the sample will eventually result in viable DNA is virtually unknown at 

the beginning of the research and knowing the methodology employed by the researcher 

cannot guarantee viable DNA results.  However, the employment of PCR increases the 

likelihood that a researcher would receive viable DNA.  This is due to a number of 

factors, including the careful selection of primers and the procedures, like the number of 

cycles the solution undergoes in the thermocycler, employed by the researcher (Bodmer 

and McKie 1995; Erlich et al. 1991, 1643; Golenberg et al. 1991, 423; Hagelberg 1991, 

402; Pruvost et al. 2005, 569; Wayne et al. 1999, 495).  However, even if utilizing PCR, 

nonviable DNA may result from a sample that is not large enough to contain a few of the 

degraded DNA molecules (Hanni et al. 1994).  It may also result due to a poorly 

estimated primer binding site, which would prevent the primers from binding to any 

possible strands of DNA in the sample.  Even if the best possible primer was selected for 

use during DNA amplification, a primer still might not fully extend during amplification 

(Erlich et al. 1991).  Incomplete denaturation also can lead to inefficient priming due to 

the inadequate size of the target DNA (Golenberg et al 1991).  This may be remedied by 

adjusting the amount of time a sample undergoes certain steps during amplification 
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cycles in a thermocycler (Golenberg et al. 1991).  However, extensive testing may be 

needed before the procedure is likely to give the best result. 

After the sample is amplified and then visualized on a gel, it should be sequenced, 

allowing the researcher to know whether the sample has amplified as a result of inherent 

DNA, contamination, or chimerical DNA.   However, not all samples are sequenced.  As 

noted by one researcher (LH, personal communication, 2006) some samples contained 

stronger evidence of DNA and were processed further, while other samples appeared to 

contain “junky DNA”, thus, were rejected from further analysis because of expected 

ambiguous results.   

Knowledge of viable DNA prior to amplification and visualization is less than 

certain given the lack of treatment histories for most specimens; however, employing 

certain procedures, like nanodrop spectrophotometry, can alert the researcher to the 

likelihood that a sample contains DNA.  Although, this tool does not produce a 1:1 

correlation between the sample and viable DNA after extraction and amplification, it 

does provide an estimate as to the likelihood of obtaining DNA.   

 

Parts Sampled 

 

The first concern when sampling a specimen is ensuring that a large enough 

sample is obtained to provide viable DNA.  Hanni et al. (1994) have noted that 

discrepancies can occur when a sample is not large enough to contain ancient DNA 

molecules. 

In the current study, sampled specimen parts initially appear to vary significantly.  

For instance, some of the descriptions for the specimen parts include “ear clip”, 

“epithelials from the lip”, “skin”, “skin with hair”, “skull”, “maxilloturbinates”, and 
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“dried muscle”.   However, closer examination indicates that each can be easily 

categorized in the groups used for this analysis, specifically skin, bone, or fluid-preserved 

body parts.   

Knowledge of what specimens or specimen parts are going to be of greatest use in 

research, particularly research involving DNA, is of great importance to collection users 

and caretakers.  For instance, knowledge of bone preservation or specimens that have 

been subjected to mineralization is important.  This will allow decision-makers to almost 

immediately discount them from potential DNA amplification studies, because the 

retrieval of genetic information from fossilized material is highly unlikely (Briggs 2005; 

Hagelberg 1991).  On the other hand, when evaluating specimens for DNA research, 

understanding which portions of a specimen are the most capable of providing viable 

DNA should be explored and acknowledged before sampling.  For instance, those areas 

of a specimen that might have been rapidly desiccated, thus protecting DNA from 

hydrolytic deterioration, might be more likely to provide viable DNA (Hanni et al. 1994). 

 The bones that have been particularly useful in providing viable DNA are 

maxilloturbinates.  Wisely et al. (2004, 106) performed a comparative study between 

epithelial tissue and maxilloturbinates and found that the bone performed more 

consistently and produced better results.  It was concluded that the better results occurred 

because “DNA in bone comes from osteoblasts, which are cells protected from air, 

humidity and UV light by the calcium matrix they form.”  

It is possible to obtain similar results when comparing the skin and bone samples 

from the researcher’s data, particularly if contamination is removed and one looks only at 

the results for the DNA that successfully achieved visual confirmation of DNA through 
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the formation of a band on the gel verses the DNA that did not visualize on the gel.  

When these steps are taken, bone samples are found to produce viable DNA more 

frequently than skin samples.  However, visualization is not the only aspect that is 

important when performing DNA research.  Contamination is also of note, particularly if 

the contamination is not derived from humans, DNA from domestic animals tracked into 

the lab by humans, or other taxa that have been analyzed in the lab.  If the contamination 

is inherent to the sample, it provides an additional factor to be taken into consideration.   

Two researchers produced contaminated samples.  One (LH) analyzed skin 

samples and found that the contamination was from a taxon that had never been analyzed 

in the lab.  It was assumed that those samples were contaminated prior to their receipt, 

and that the contamination possibly occurred during stabilization, processing, storage or 

maintenance activities (LH, personal communication, 2006).  The second researcher (LR) 

did not indicate whether the contamination originated prior to analysis, only that the 

samples contained DNA from other taxa (LR, personal communication, 2006).   

Understanding if the cause of contamination is attributable to the part sampled is 

vital to preventing future occurrences.  If it is known that the sample is not the cause of 

the contamination, then precautions can be taken to ensure that contamination will not 

affect results.  However, if the contamination was derived from the sample, then museum 

staff should be made aware of this situation so that the specimen is not sampled again in 

the future, or that the sampling procedure is changed to reduce the risk of contamination.   

Understanding the preservation processes that a specimen undergoes can be an 

important step in ascertaining whether a specimen sample will yield viable DNA.  For 
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instance, two of the skin samples were from tanned skins.  As noted by Hawks et al. 

(1984, 5): 

“.  .  .  almost any known tanning method might have been used for 

scientific specimens.  .  .  the types most likely to be used for furskins are 

salt-acid pickle (sodium chloride and sulfuric acid), alum tawing or 

tanning (potassium aluminum sulfate or aluminum sulfate, and sodium 

chloride), chrome tanning (basic chromium sulfate), chamois dressing 

(oxidizing mineral oil or oxidizing vegetable and animal oils and fats), 

vegetable tans (any of a large number of natural tannins found in plants), 

formaldehyde tanning (diluted formalin), or various combinations of these 

tannages.  Most of these tanning methods, other than chamois dressing, 

will be followed by oiling with mineral oils and/or fats .  .  .” 

 

Although there has not been much research on how these specific chemicals might affect 

DNA research, it is certainly conceivable that at least some chemicals would produce 

different results with respect to the quantity and quality of DNA available for research 

purposes.  The bottom-line is that the more intrusive the treatment, the greater the risk is 

for not receiving viable DNA.    

Fluid-preserved specimens have been popular for over a century, beginning with 

various forms of alcohol before formalin was introduced at the beginning of the 1900s 

(Williams and Hawks 1987).  However, the use of formalin has a negative impact on 

DNA, often resulting in protein cross-linkage, which makes successful DNA recovery 

tenuous (Gillespie et al. 2002; Klanten et al. 2003).  Knowledge of this impact has led to 

the preservation of specimens in ethanol only, so that parts might be used for DNA 

research (Gillespie et al. 2002; Hawaii Biological Survey, Bishop Museum 2002).  

However, the use of ethanol for specimen preservation lacks the fixative qualities 

provided by formalin, but it allows the molecular structure to remain viable for DNA 

research (Gillespie et al. 2002).  It also should be kept in mind that specimen parts 

involving either ethanol or formalin require special processing before DNA extraction 
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may occur.  The extraction and processing protocols for formalin or alcoholic specimens 

often need to be specially formatted, based upon the length of time the specimen was in 

contact with these products.  Also, the use of these products requires a much larger 

sample, compared to that needed for research using dry skin or dry bone (Klanten et al. 

2003).  Often the time, effort, and results seem somewhat prohibitive when sampling a 

fluid-preserved specimen. 

 Based on the results of the current study and subsequent discussions regarding 

parts sampled, there is no clear evidence that the selected parts pose a major problem 

with providing viable DNA.   However, additional research should be conducted, 

focusing upon those parts sampled that would be unique within a taxonomic group.  For 

instance, research should be conducted to understand if a sample taken from a wing or 

flipper versus the body of the specimen would be more likely to produce viable DNA.  

With the issues of DNA procedures and parts sampled being addressed, and still not 

identifying certain factors that affect DNA quantity and quality, it was necessary to 

investigate details of individual specimens, such as specimen age.   

 

Specimen Age 

 

The age of the specimen does not seem to have an apparent affect on the presence 

or absence of DNA.  Only three specimens of known age failed to provide viable DNA.  

They represented collection dates older than 1910 or newer than 1969.  With this in mind, 

it can be inferred that other factors may have a greater influence upon the quality and 

quantity of DNA.  The same conclusion has been reported by Wisely et al. (2004, 106).  

Additionally, one researcher (LH, personal communication, 2006) suggested that 

although the more recently preserved specimens seem to work better, it was believed that 
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other factors may determine whether a specimen provides viable DNA.  Due to the 

inconclusive nature of age-related data, combined with the previously reported affects of 

DNA procedure and sampling procedure, the absence of viable DNA from the sampling 

of traditional specimens must be caused by other factors.    

 

Systematics 

 

 Systematics is the science of evolution as it pertains to the study of biological 

diversity among all aspects of organisms, or taxa, and their environment (Page 2007; 

Wheeler 2004, 571).  Systematics is directly related to phylogenetics, which focuses 

solely upon the evolutionary relatedness among taxa (Ives and Garland 2010, 9).  

Classification within these systems is accomplished through a taxonomic hierarchy, 

which delineates how one organism is related to other organisms.  This classification may 

occur through the use of cladistics, numerical taxonomy, or biological classification 

(Benton 2000, 633-648; Godfray 2002, 17-19; Knapp et al. 2004; Sneath and Sokal 

1973).  Understanding whether a specimen is likely to provide a researcher with viable 

DNA based upon systematics provided the next avenue of exploration.   

The specimens used for the current study included the best represented taxonomic 

orders of mammals in collections of the Western Hemisphere, namely Chiroptera (bats), 

Rodentia (rodents), and Carnivora (carnivores) (Hafner et al. 1997, 8).  Although two of 

the orders were not represented by large sample sizes, they were included because of 

their taxonomic diversity and strong representation in collections.  Equally important was 

gaining an insight into systematics-related differences that might be involved with 

possible procedural preferences for DNA research. 
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Basically, the small sample size for Chiroptera (Family Molossidae) was 

attributed to separating traditional specimens from the non-traditional specimens that 

include frozen tissue samples.  The low number of rodents is attributed to the working 

parameters of the study, and the desirability of comparing, at least, related taxa (for 

example, Family Sciuidae).  For the current study, both groups were included because the 

information gained by the comparison of basic qualities from broad taxonomic groups 

outweighed the cost of exclusion.   

The bat specimens sampled by one researcher (LA) were traditional museum 

specimens belonging to the species Cheiromeles parvidens (lesser naked bat), 

Cheiromeles torquatus (greater naked bat), and Tadarida australis (white-striped free-

tailed bat).  Two samples were taken from the wing membrane of the bat while three 

samples were taken from fluid-preserved specimens.  The lack of viable DNA if viewed 

solely from the standpoint of systematics cannot readily be explained. 

The species representing Rodentia include Microsciurus isthmius, Microsciurus 

mimulus (Western dwarf squirrel), Sciurus flammifer (fiery squirrel), Sciurus pucherani 

(Andean squirrel), Sciurus vulgaris (red squirrel), and Spermophilus armatus (Uinta 

ground squirrel).  These species provided viable DNA for half of the specimens; the 

remaining specimens were contaminated by unknown taxa (LR, personal communication, 

2005).  The significant number of contaminated samples indicates that procedures need to 

be reviewed to isolate where contamination occurred, and then changed so that future 

studies are less likely to be adversely affected (Wisely et al. 2008, 88; Wisely et al. 2004, 

105).    
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With regard to the carnivore specimens sampled, the analysis involved two 

species, Mustela frenata (long-tailed weasel) and Mustela nigripes (black-footed ferret).  

While specimens produced a large percent of viable DNA, it cannot be ascertained 

whether viable DNA is a direct result of systematics-based relationships, or if it has a 

more direct association to the research procedures, part sampled, or the subsequent 

preservation treatment that it received.  A small percentage of these samples contained 

contamination.  However, the contamination was from taxa that had not previously been 

amplified in that lab, and it was assumed to have been contaminated either during 

stabilization or as a result of subsequent processing, storage, and maintenance activities 

(LH, personal communication, 2006).  The percent of specimens with nonviable DNA is 

also low among Carnivora specimens.  However, additional research needs to be 

performed to determine whether the nonviable samples occur as a result of circumstances 

that might be altered. 

Based on the observations discussed, the systematics of a specimen does not seem 

to have a direct affect on the presence or absence of DNA.  However, additional research 

should be performed (i.e., Recent mammal specimens from traditional collections of 

Chiroptera and Rodentia) to verify if the absence of viable DNA is not attributable to any 

peculiarity of a given taxonomic group including physiological characteristics like age, 

metabolism, and sex or environmental factors like location and season.   

 

Preservation Treatment History 

 

Studies have shown that the treatment a specimen receives can impact molecular 

research (Glew et al. 1994, Stroz et al. 1993, Williams 1999, 49-50).   As a result, any 

knowledge of a specimen’s treatment history can be as valuable to researchers as the 
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specimen itself (Nason 2001, 67-81; Sirois and Sansoucy 2001, 49-66), because 

specimens have a scientific value that is based on their application to research.  

Knowledge of treatment histories became particularly important beginning in the mid-

1900s (Watson and Crick 1953, 737-738).  Through developments in science, some 

specimens have gained in value, due to usability, while others have declined (Bodmer 

and McKie 1995; Cherfas 1991, 1354-1356; Erlich et al.1991, 1647; Golenberg et al. 

1991, 424; Hanni et al.1994 12337; Higuchi et al. 1984, 282-284; Klanten et al. 2003, 

771; Meyer 2005; Watson and Berry 2003; Wells 2006).  Those that have declined in 

value have done so because they either did not produce measurable results or past 

treatments have made them ineffectual for modern scientific research.   

The preservation treatment history of a specimen can be rather complex, because 

it represents all procedures that have been applied to a specimen during stabilization, 

processing, maintenance, and storage.  The preservation treatments a specimen undergoes 

during its life can vary by its preparator as well as by the institution in which it is housed.  

As a result of this diversity, the number of chemicals in which the specimen may come 

into contact also are quite numerous. 

 

Preparators 

 

While it is largely unknown what chemicals have been utilized to preserve 

specimens, the impact of certain chemicals may be hypothesized based on the chemicals 

advocated in the literature by Anthony (1925) and Hall (1962).  This may then be 

compared to the number of specimens prepared by those same authors that produced 

viable DNA.  Harold E.  Anthony prepared four of the samples, all of which produced 

viable DNA.  E.  Raymond Hall prepared two samples, both of which produced only 
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viable DNA.  This signifies that although further research would be needed to definitively 

determine Anthony and Hall’s methodologies, they seem effective for producing 

specimens that contain viable DNA.  In addition to these two preparators, there were 134 

other known preparators.  Twenty-two of them produced specimens that resulted in one 

or more specimens that contained nonviable DNA or contamination.  These results 

indicate a potential issue with the stabilization methods employed and might imply a 

deviation from published methods, like those advocated by the above authors.  Further 

research is needed to better understand if any of these 22 preparators utilized methods 

that are unlikely to produce specimens containing viable DNA, and if so, why.   

Although knowledge of advocated methodologies is important due to the insight 

to be obtained in ascertaining a relation to the viability of DNA, additional chemicals 

may have affected the specimens once they were received by the housing institution, for 

instance, as they are processed, stored, and maintained (Anderson 1965, 176-178; de Wet 

et al. 1990; Hangay and Dingley 1985; Herholdt 1990; Hornaday 1894, 219-229; Knell 

1994; Linnie 1994, 43-58; Duckworth et al. 1993, 17; Nymphalidae Systematics Group 

2008, 2; Riley 1998, 3; Wagstaff and Fidler, 1968, 106-112; Williams 1999, 55-89).   

 

Institution 

 

E.  Raymond Hall is associated directly with both Berkley (MVZ) and the 

University of Kansas (KU), two institutions that continue to employ Hall’s methodology 

(Jones 1991, 51).  These institutions provided relatively large number of specimens.  

Specimens from these institutions evidenced both viable and nonviable DNA.  Harold E.  

Anthony is associated with the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH), the 

second largest provider of specimens in this study.  The specimens from this institution 
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provided samples that exhibited viable, nonviable, and contaminated DNA.  Gerrit S.  

Miller, Jr.  was associated with the National Museum of Natural History (NMNH), an 

institution that not only provided the third highest number of samples, but one from 

which every sample produced viable DNA.   

The sample size for the institutions represented in the analysis is very small, so 

additional future research is needed.  However, if the nonviable current rate of nonviable 

to viable DNA samples from a particular institution holds true, sampling from collections 

that have a 1:3, 1:5, or 1:6 failure rating should be reviewed further to identify if these 

ratios are standard.  If they are standard, it might indicate that there are underlying issues 

and additional factors like preservation practices, species sampled, or extraction, 

amplification, and analysis procedures should be reviewed within that institution. 

 

Preservation Practices 

 

The initial stabilization treatments that a specimen undergoes in the field can vary 

widely based upon taxa, the parts needing to be preserved, supplies the preparator 

brought into the field, and the field conditions (Anthony 1925, 14, 39; Hall 1962, 23-25; 

Hornaday 1894, 2-3; Miller 1901, 3-4, 7).  The use of certain techniques and chemicals 

applied during collection and stabilization can be influence by climatic conditions.  This 

is one reason why thoroughly recording provenience is vital.  Provenience includes 

ecological information, field conditions, and the methods used for collection and 

stabilization, including any chemicals utilized (Anderson 1965, 5; Williams and Hawks 

2005, 14-15).   

Chemicals used during stabilization vary according to preservation method.  The 

two main traditional stabilization options include dry-preservation and fluid-preservation.  
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A single specimen may have parts that are stabilized using one or both of these methods.  

Dry specimens are of use when visual examination of characteristics is necessary and for 

research, like DNA analysis, that relies heavily upon an unchanged molecular structure.  

Fluid-preserved specimens are of use when examining internal organs and systems 

(Williams and Hawks 2005, 6).  Stabilization methods for these two basic preservation 

types can include many procedures and chemicals which are dependant upon whether 

osseous or non-osseous tissues are being preserved.  Because the data provided by 

researchers indicate that the samples were derived from bone or skin, rather than internal 

organs, dry stabilization methods were typically utilized. 

Dry stabilization methods begin with skinning and removing the flesh from a 

specimen.  If preserving the skin, this is followed by being dried flat (Miller 1901, 9), 

tanned (Hall 1962, 24), or by being shaped, stuffed, supported with rigid material and 

dried (Anderson 1965, 6-7; Hall 1962, 13-24; Hornaday 1894; Williams and Hawks 

2005, 54).   

If preserving the bone, stabilization includes skinning and the rough removal of 

flesh.  This process is followed by drying or being preserved in alcohol (Anderson 1965, 

8; Hall 1962, 24-25; Miller 1901, 12).   

If undergoing wet stabilization, the specimen may undergo fixation by being 

exposed to formalin which may then be followed by replacement with alcohol, or the 

specimen can be immediately placed in alcohol (Anthony 1925, 11, 43; HG, personal 

communication, 2009; Miller 1901, 12; Williams and Hawks 2005, 67). 

Once the specimen has been stabilized in the field, it will be transported to the 

institution.  During this transportation the specimen will typically be subjected to 
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chemicals that promote pest control (Dawson 1988, 135-147; Williams and Hawks 2005, 

54-56).  Once within the institution, it may be subjected to processing treatments, 

including additional applications of chemicals for desiccation or pest control (Caldararo 

1987, 89; Dawson 1988, 135-147; Knell 1994; Linnie 1994, 43-58; Merriam 1889, 3-4; 

Williams and Hawks 1987, 37-49; Williams et al. 1985, 71-73) or freezing (Baker and 

Haiduk 1985; Gillespie et al. 2002, 454; Hangay and Dingley 1985; Hawaii Biological 

Survey, Bishop Museum 2002).  Also of interest is the processing treatment that bone 

may receive.  Bones may be boiled, macerated, and soaked in solvents, detergents, or 

enzymes (Anderson 1965, 176; Hangay and Dingley 1985; Hornaday 1894, 282-284 

Wagstaff and Fidler, 1968, 106-112; Williams 1999, 71).  Depending on the severity of 

treatment, exposure to several of these methods could compromise DNA.  Also, modern 

methods prefer the use of organisms to clean bones, but exposure to such organisms, 

which have their own DNA, risks specimen contamination (Anderson 1965, 178; 

Williams 1999, 55).   

Once a specimen has been processed, it will be exposed to various storage 

treatments over time.  While being stored, a specimen may be affected by chemical 

changes due to light (Duckworth et al. 1993, 17), moisture (Riley 1998, 3; Nymphalidae 

Systematics Group 2008, 2; Williams 1999, 82), and gases (Herholdt 1990; Knell 1994; 

Padfield et al. 1982).  Additionally, the oils from the hands of researchers and collection 

workers can provide sources of contamination.    

The corrective measures to remedy problems originating during stabilization, 

processing, and storage treatments, may require a specimen to undergo maintenance 

treatments.  Recalling that maintenance treatments involve corrective action to perceived 
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problems, new chemicals and treatments may be applied to specimens.  These 

maintenance treatments can affect the specimen’s molecular structure due to invasive 

treatments, such as the application of water and detergents for cleaning, adhesives for 

repairs, and fumigants for pest control (de Wet et al. 1990; Williams 1999, 89). 

Understanding the preservation methods utilized by preparators and institutions 

may need to be inferred given existing information, because the preservation methods 

may likely be undocumented.  This is particularly the case for any specimens collected 

prior to the mid-1850s, because, prior to this time, methodologies were typically only 

passed down from master to apprentice (Williams 1999, 5).  However, since the mid-

1800s, there are individuals who not only mentored generations of preparators, but also 

provided publications of their methodologies.  Individuals of particular interest to the 

current study include Gerrit S.  Miller, Jr.  (1869-1956), Harold E.  Anthony (1890-1970), 

and E.  Raymond Hall (1902-1986). 

Certain chemicals have been mentioned in literature written by the above authors, 

and while additional research needs to be conducted regarding the effect of some 

chemicals on specimens at a molecular level, Williams (1999) begins to examine the 

process of these effects.  Williams (1999, 46-50) notes certain chemicals that affect 

specimens on a molecular level to such an extent that the temperature at which collagen 

shrinkage occurs is increased or decreased from the control sample.  This study utilized 

some of the chemicals advocated by Anthony (1925), Hall (1962), and Miller (1901), 

including formalin, salt, alum, and arsenic.  In this study, the four previously mentioned 

chemicals had higher shrinkage temperatures than that of the control sample, indicating 

that although the chemical has further stabilized the hydrogen bonds in the collagen, it is 
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as a result of chemical alteration (Stroz et al. 1993; Williams 1999, 46).  Further analysis 

with these same chemicals demonstrated that they not only affect hydrogen bonds, they 

can affect DNA.  DNA analysis on samples treated with these chemicals resulted in 

viable DNA for those samples treated with arsenic or salt, but did not result in viable 

DNA for those samples treated with formalin or alum (Williams 1999, 50).  Another 

study by Glew et al. (1994), observed the results of certain fumigants on collagen 

molecules.  These studies indicated that all of the fumigants tested, which include 

naphthalene, paradichlorbenzene, carbon tetrachloride, and carbon disulphate, chemicals 

referenced by one or more of the aforementioned influential mammalogists, caused 

collagen deterioration.  While these studies have shown how certain chemicals can affect 

DNA, further analysis is needed to fully ascertain the affect chemicals have on 

specimens.   

DNA recovery may be affected by stabilization, processing, storage and 

maintenance treatments that a specimen undergoes.  Additional research should be 

performed in this area to better understand the consequences of using certain chemicals 

and procedures, and their impact on DNA recovery (Caldararo 1987; Gillespie et al. 

2002; Klanten et al. 2003).  Additionally, knowledge of the preservation treatments that a 

specimen undergoes is important before sampling and performing DNA research.  

Each of these avenues of inquiry merit further investigation so specimens that are 

least likely to produce viable DNA can be delegated to other research needs.  Knowledge 

of which specimens are most likely to produce viable DNA will allow those specimens to 

increase their utility and value.  The increased utilization of specimens in research is a 

goal towards which museums should strive.  Not only would it help museums fulfill a 
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public need, it would allow collections that may have been all but neglected attain a new 

and valued status through use. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

 

Conclusion 

 

 

Understanding the interactions between the specimen, its environment, and any 

treatment performed on the specimen is important when maintaining a collection.  

However, it becomes vital when maintaining collections that will be utilized for research 

in general and DNA research in particular.  While studies have been performed so that 

museum staff can understand how forces like light, inappropriate temperature, 

inappropriate relative humidity, and specific chemicals impact certain materials, these 

studies have not focused on how such issues affect future collection use involving 

molecular research.  As a result, it is not known which specimens would be more likely to 

produce viable DNA.  Consequently, clippings may needlessly be taken from soft tissue 

or holes needlessly drilled into bone, as researchers attempt to answer their questions.  A 

better understanding needs to be gained regarding factors that might lead to consistently 

positive DNA results, so that, if the specimen should not logically contain DNA, 

extensive and destructive research can be avoided. 

This study is unique in its approach while providing a basis upon which to 

continue further research regarding increasing the use and value of specimen-based 

collections.  This will be accomplished through the modification of preservation 

practices, so that research specimens will be protected while ensuring that they will be 

preserved on a molecular level.  Through the preliminary efforts provided in this thesis, 

attention is focused on five areas that bear further scrutiny.  These areas include the 
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procedures for extracting, amplifying and analyzing DNA as well as focusing upon the 

specimen part sampled, specimen age, systematics, and preservation treatment histories.   

The initial analysis of data corresponding to these five areas indicates that the two 

extraction methods used by researchers did not seem to affect DNA recovery.  However, 

amplification using the polymerase chain reaction did seem to increase the likelihood of 

DNA recovery.  The use of nanodrop spectrophotometry and sequencing, while not 

directly affecting DNA recovery, do provide some correlation between preliminary 

analysis of DNA and the analysis of visualized DNA respectively.   

The specimen part sampled does not seem to affect DNA recovery as it pertained 

to skin or bone.  However samples taken from fluid-preserved specimens did not provide 

DNA.   

Even though the age of the sample has been noted by other authors to affect DNA 

recovery, this was not the case among the Recent mammal specimens sampled.  In fact, 

the opposite often held true among these samples; the specimens collected during the late 

1800s consistently provided DNA.   

Systematics did not seem to affect DNA recovery.  Although superficial analysis 

seems to indicate issues within the taxonomic group Chiroptera, the lack of viable DNA 

most likely stemmed from over half of the samples being from fluid-preserved 

specimens.   

DNA recovery may be influenced by the preservation treatment history, 

especially if it is a fluid-preserved specimen.  Research based on the chemicals utilized 

for preservation is limited, due to the lack of recorded treatment histories.  However, 

tentative conclusions may be drawn implicating the preservation treatment history when 
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specimens specific to a preparator consistently result in the designation of nonviable 

DNA or evidence contamination.  The same holds true when observing data by 

institution.  If an institution has a significant ratio of nonviable to viable samples, it may 

be inferred that not only should the stabilization techniques used by preparators that 

donate to the museum be researched, the processing, storage, and maintenance practices 

employed by the institution also should be analyzed. 

 

Recommendations 

 

 

Further Study 

 

These conclusions, although supported by the data, bear further scrutiny utilizing 

larger sample sizes.  This will allow a better understanding of DNA preservation and 

museum specimens.  DNA preservation research would not only provide new 

recommendations for the treatment of specimens during stabilization, processing, storage, 

and maintenance, it would assist museum staff in understanding if a specimen is likely to 

be of use in DNA research.   

 

Standardization of Specimen Management and Care 

 Better standardization of specimen management and care should be undertaken.  

This would include the documentation of preservation treatments specimens receive and 

have received.  It would also standardize those treatments to ensure that the specimen is 

preserved in the best manner possible given future research goals, which may encompass 

both traditional and molecular studies.   
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Standards for Researchers 

 

 Standards should be put in place for researchers that use traditional collections.  

This would complement the additional research suggested above, which includes 

researching the best extraction and amplification methods for researchers, as well as the 

best specimens and specimen parts to be sampled.  Moreover, once analysis has been 

performed by the researcher, the findings should be given to the institution immediately, 

so they can document the success or failure of their specimens. 

 

Education 

 

Museum staff and the public should be educated as to the importance of research 

collections in documenting changes in a species and within the environment in which 

they are found, as well as what these specimens mean to future research.  This education 

should increase the perceived importance and value of specimen collections in the eyes of 

the public while potentially giving staff insight into how these collections might best 

benefit the public. 

 

Communication 

 

The fulfillment of these recommendations not only discharges a public need, they 

can add value to the collections as they are used for research and experimentation, while 

also preserving the specimens for future studies.  However, to fully realize the use of 

these collections there needs to be communication between the researchers and museum 

staff.  This communication is essential as policies and procedures are developed to ensure 

that the best possible standards are met regarding the care of specimens and the research 

that will utilize those specimens.  Once this occurs the combined efforts can increase the 
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importance of research collections that have been all but neglected, allowing the over two 

billion specimens worldwide to increase in use and value. 

DNA research has the ability to increase the significance of specimens housed 

within museums.  The development of knowledge and standards between researchers and 

museum staff has the ability to revitalize collections that have been deteriorating due to 

ignorance and time, as well as lack of use and funding.  While the care and maintenance 

of specimen collections can be prohibitive due to cost, it is nevertheless important and 

worth the time and consideration to invest in the collections.   

Specimens have the ability to shed light on the past as well as give insight to 

future environmental trends, through the information that can be learned from them.  

Specimens are a valuable commodity that should be protected even as they are utilized 

for the public good.  This is particularly the case when museums contain specimens 

representing species that are extinct or are no longer readily collected.  By continuing 

with this preliminary research, there is the potential that specimens might be of even 

more use in studies like DNA research, and therefore continue to gain in value. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

Specimens Utilized in DNA Research 

 

 

Catalog 

Number 

Institution Genus Species Subspecies Description DNA 

Chiroptera (Bats) 

241940 AMNH Cheiromeles parvidens   Fluid Nonviable 

241941 AMNH Cheiromeles parvidens   Fluid Nonviable 

166858 AMNH Cheiromeles torquatus   Fluid Nonviable 

153426 AMNH Tadarida australis australis Skin Nonviable 

220157 AMNH Tadarida australis australis Skin Nonviable 

Rodentia (Rodents) 

33184 AMNH Microsciurus isthmius   Skin Nonviable 

33182 AMNH Microsciurus isthmius   Skin Nonviable 

38000 AMNH Microsciurus mimulus   Skin Nonviable 

17563 AMNH Sciurus flammifer   Skin Viable 

16941 AMNH Sciurus flammifer   Bone Nonviable 

16127 AMNH Sciurus flammifer   Skin Contaminated 

17565 AMNH Sciurus flammifer   Skin Contaminated 

30187 AMNH Sciurus flammifer   Skin Contaminated 

17568 AMNH Sciurus flammifer   Bone Contaminated 

37636 AMNH Sciurus pucherani   Bone  Viable 

37639 AMNH Sciurus pucherani   Bone  Nonviable 

33699 AMNH Sciurus pucherani   Skin Contaminated 

34621 AMNH Sciurus pucherani   Skin Contaminated 
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Appendix A.  Continued 

Catalog 

Number 

Institution Genus Species Subspecies Description DNA 

34681 AMNH Sciurus pucherani   Skin Contaminated 

37634 AMNH Sciurus pucherani   Bone Contaminated 

85416 AMNH Sciurus vulgaris   Skin Nonviable 

140628 AMNH Spermophilus armatus   Skin Viable 

146209 AMNH Spermophilus armatus   Skin Viable 

Carnivora (Carnivores) 

14463 AMNH Mustela frenata affinis Skin Viable 

24306 AMNH Mustela frenata affinis Skin Viable 

24307 AMNH Mustela frenata affinis Skin Viable 

37680 AMNH Mustela frenata affinis Skin Nonviable 

32182 AMNH Mustela frenata affinis Skin Viable 

9135 AMNH Mustela frenata alleni Skin Viable 

3923 AMNH Mustela frenata arthuri/texensis Skin Viable 

46678 AMNH Mustela frenata aureoventris Skin Viable 

61874 AMNH Mustela frenata aureoventris Skin Viable 

63710 AMNH Mustela frenata aureoventris Skin Viable 

66646 AMNH Mustela frenata aureoventris Skin Viable 

67682 AMNH Mustela frenata aureoventris Skin Nonviable 

73216 AMNH Mustela frenata aureoventris Skin Viable 

1645 AMNH Mustela frenata aureoventris Skin Viable 

135977 AMNH Mustela frenata costaricensis Skin Viable 

40856 AMNH Mustela frenata effera Skin Viable 

38260 AMNH Mustela frenata effera Skin Viable 

74184 AMNH Mustela frenata goldmani Skin Viable 

75130 AMNH Mustela frenata goldmani Skin Viable 
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Appendix A.  Continued 

Catalog 

Number 

Institution Genus Species Subspecies Description DNA 

171924 AMNH Mustela frenata leucoparia Skin Viable 

171925 AMNH Mustela frenata leucoparia Skin Viable 

175178 AMNH Mustela frenata leucoparia Skin Viable 

206920 AMNH Mustela frenata macrophonius Skin Nonviable 

208956 AMNH Mustela frenata macrophonius Skin Nonviable 

28969 AMNH Mustela frenata nicaraguae Skin Viable 

123383 AMNH Mustela frenata nicaraguae Skin Viable 

126121 AMNH Mustela frenata nicaraguae Skin Viable 

126587 AMNH Mustela frenata nicaraguae Skin Viable 

128504 AMNH Mustela frenata occisor Skin Nonviable 

166619 AMNH Mustela frenata olivacea Skin Contaminated 

18848 AMNH Mustela frenata panamensis Skin Viable 

164513 AMNH Mustela frenata panamensis Skin Viable 

243105 AMNH Mustela frenata peninsulae Skin Viable 

254462 AMNH Mustela frenata peninsulae Skin Contaminated 

29498 AMNH Mustela frenata washingtoni Skin Viable 

138378 AMNH Mustela frenata xanthogenys Skin Viable 

138379 AMNH Mustela frenata xanthogenys Skin Viable 

149314 AMNH Mustela frenata   Skin Viable 

149312 AMNH Mustela frenata   Skin Contaminated 

149313 AMNH Mustela frenata   Skin Contaminated 

88548 FMNH Mustela  frenata affinis Bone Viable 

90315 FMNH Mustela  frenata affinis Bone Viable 

104950 MVZ Mustela  frenata affinis Skin Viable 

114428 MVZ Mustela  frenata affinis Skin Viable 

114773 MVZ Mustela  frenata agilis Skin Viable 
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Appendix A.  Continued 

Catalog 

Number 

Institution Genus Species Subspecies Description DNA 

139614 MVZ Mustela  frenata agilis Skin Viable 

139615 MVZ Mustela  frenata agilis Skin Viable 

53829 FMNH Mustela  frenata alleni Bone Viable 

53832 FMNH Mustela  frenata alleni Skin Viable 

143989 KU Mustela  frenata altifrontalis Skin Viable 

15420 LSUMZ Mustela  frenata altifrontalis Skin Viable 

134975 MVZ Mustela  frenata altifrontalis Skin Viable 

134974 MVZ Mustela  frenata altifrontalis Skin Viable 

33307 UWBM Mustela  frenata altifrontalis Skin Viable 

60864 UWBM Mustela  frenata altifrontalis Skin Viable 

34159 UWBM Mustela  frenata altifrontalis Skin Viable 

39326 UWBM Mustela  frenata altifrontalis Skin Viable 

39325 UWBM Mustela  frenata altifrontalis Skin Viable 

72865 UWBM Mustela  frenata altifrontalis Skin Viable 

72866 UWBM Mustela  frenata altifrontalis Skin Viable 

65231 MVZ Mustela  frenata arizonensis Skin Viable 

71149 MVZ Mustela  frenata arizonensis Skin Viable 

71150 MVZ Mustela  frenata arizonensis Skin Viable 

28552 LSUMZ Mustela  frenata arthuri Skin Viable 

23636 LSUMZ Mustela  frenata arthuri Skin Viable 

20726 LSUMZ Mustela  frenata arthuri Skin Viable 

93896 MVZ Mustela  frenata arthuri Skin Viable 

61 TTU Mustela  frenata arthuri Skin Viable 

60 TTU Mustela  frenata arthuri Skin Viable 

68429 MSB  Mustela  frenata boliviensis Skin Viable 
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Appendix A.  Continued 

Catalog 

Number 

Institution Genus Species Subspecies Description DNA 

44020 FMNH Mustela  frenata costaricensis Skin Viable 

44022 FMNH Mustela  frenata costaricensis Skin Viable 

157947 KU Mustela  frenata costaricensis Fluid Nonviable 

142107 KU Mustela  frenata costaricensis Skin Viable 

13376 LSUMZ Mustela  frenata costaricensis Skin Viable 

10218 LSUMZ Mustela  frenata costaricensis Skin Viable 

164974 MVZ Mustela  frenata costaricensis Skin Viable 

142367 KU Mustela  frenata effera Skin Viable 

21172 MVZ Mustela  frenata effera Skin Nonviable 

41300 UWBM Mustela  frenata effera Skin Viable 

41301 UWBM Mustela  frenata effera Skin Viable 

41299 UWBM Mustela  frenata effera Skin Viable 

41302 UWBM Mustela  frenata effera Skin Viable 

41304 UWBM Mustela  frenata effera Skin Viable 

83380 KU Mustela  frenata frenata Skin Viable 

98706 KU Mustela  frenata frenata Skin Nonviable 

8071 LSUMZ Mustela  frenata frenata Skin Viable 

96211 MSB  Mustela  frenata frenata Skin Viable 

16056 TTU Mustela  frenata frenata Skin Viable 

92612 TTU Mustela  frenata frenata Skin Viable 

64587 FMNH Mustela  frenata goldmani Skin Viable 

132132 MVZ Mustela  frenata goldmani Skin Viable 

132131 MVZ Mustela  frenata goldmani Skin Viable 

98283 MVZ Mustela  frenata goldmani Skin Viable 

98284 MVZ Mustela  frenata goldmani Skin Viable 
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Appendix A.  Continued 

Catalog 

Number 

Institution Genus Species Subspecies Description DNA 

106051 MVZ Mustela  frenata goldmani Skin Viable 

65779 FMNH Mustela  frenata helleri Skin Viable 

28014 LSUMZ Mustela  frenata helleri Skin Viable 

18449 LSUMZ Mustela  frenata helleri Skin Viable 

28013 LSUMZ Mustela  frenata helleri Skin Viable 

26888 LSUMZ Mustela  frenata helleri Skin Viable 

148254 MVZ Mustela  frenata latirostra Skin Viable 

149770 MVZ Mustela  frenata latirostra Skin Viable 

166413 MVZ Mustela  frenata latirostra Skin Viable 

109454 KU Mustela  frenata leucoparia Skin Viable 

112419 KU Mustela  frenata leucoparia Skin Viable 

53525 FMNH Mustela  frenata macrura Skin Viable 

53526 FMNH Mustela  frenata macrura Skin Viable 

115416 MVZ Mustela  frenata munda Skin Viable 

115417 MVZ Mustela  frenata munda Skin Viable 

115445 MVZ Mustela  frenata munda Skin Viable 

119807 MVZ Mustela  frenata munda Skin Viable 

149769 MVZ Mustela  frenata munda Skin Viable 

92461 TTU Mustela  frenata neomexicana Skin Viable 

41316 TTU Mustela  frenata neomexicana Skin Viable 

157844 KU Mustela  frenata nevadensis Skin Viable 

157845 KU Mustela  frenata nevadensis Skin Viable 

18158 LSUMZ Mustela  frenata nevadensis Skin Viable 

2217 LSUMZ Mustela  frenata nevadensis Skin Viable 

61396 MSB Mustela  frenata nevadensis Skin Viable 

104640 KU Mustela  frenata nicaraguae Skin Viable 
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Appendix A.  Continued 

Catalog 

Number 

Institution Genus Species Subspecies Description DNA 

106537 MVZ Mustela  frenata nigriauris Skin Viable 

119050 MVZ Mustela  frenata nigriauris Skin Viable 

119051 MVZ Mustela  frenata nigriauris Skin Viable 

119052 MVZ Mustela  frenata nigriauris Skin Viable 

120868 MVZ Mustela  frenata nigriauris Skin Viable 

129256 MVZ Mustela  frenata nigriauris Skin Viable 

81869 KU Mustela  frenata noveboracensis Skin Viable 

  UNCW Mustela  frenata noveboracensis Skin Viable 

64555 KU Mustela  frenata olivacea Skin Viable 

143061 KU Mustela  frenata olivacea Skin Nonviable 

6465 LSUMZ Mustela  frenata olivacea Skin Viable 

47149 MVZ Mustela  frenata oregonensis Skin Viable 

51590 MVZ Mustela  frenata oregonensis Skin Viable 

120640 MVZ Mustela  frenata oregonensis Skin Viable 

23651 FMNH Mustela  frenata oribasus Bone Nonviable 

151882 KU Mustela  frenata oribasus Skin Nonviable 

62284 KU Mustela  frenata oribasus Skin Viable 

90565 MVZ Mustela  frenata oribasus Skin Viable 

106925 MVZ Mustela  frenata oribasus Skin Viable 

106926 MVZ Mustela  frenata oribasus Skin Viable 

106927 MVZ Mustela  frenata oribasus Skin Viable 

44878 FMNH Mustela  frenata peninsulae Skin Nonviable 

106841 FMNH Mustela  frenata perda Bone Viable 

24543 KU Mustela  frenata perda Skin Viable 

93827 KU Mustela  frenata perda Skin Viable 

55638 MSB Mustela  frenata perda Skin Viable 
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Appendix A.  Continued 

Catalog 

Number 

Institution Genus Species Subspecies Description DNA 

106507 MVZ Mustela  frenata perda Skin Nonviable 

141704 MVZ Mustela  frenata perda Skin Viable 

129329 FMNH Mustela  frenata perotae Bone Viable 

8880 LSUMZ Mustela  frenata perotae Skin Viable 

81746 KU Mustela  frenata primulina Skin Viable 

83725 KU Mustela  frenata primulina Skin Viable 

142229 KU Mustela  frenata primulina Skin Viable 

142612 KU Mustela  frenata primulina Skin Viable 

153858 KU Mustela  frenata primulina Skin Viable 

153859 KU Mustela  frenata primulina Skin Viable 

70360 MVZ Mustela  frenata pulchra Skin Viable 

165920 MVZ Mustela  frenata pulchra Skin Nonviable 

13778 MVZ Mustela  frenata saturata Skin Viable 

13779 MVZ Mustela  frenata saturata Skin Viable 

52144 MVZ Mustela  frenata saturata Skin Viable 

141981 KU Mustela  frenata spadix Skin Viable 

134092 KU Mustela  frenata spadix Skin Viable 

13437 MSB Mustela  frenata spadix Skin Viable 

81922 TTU Mustela  frenata spadix Skin Viable 

19270 KU Mustela  frenata tropicalis Skin Nonviable 

19268 KU Mustela  frenata tropicalis Skin Viable 

19269 KU Mustela  frenata tropicalis Skin Viable 

29992 KU Mustela  frenata tropicalis Skin Viable 

83379 KU Mustela  frenata tropicalis Skin Viable 

53790 MVZ Mustela  frenata washingtoni Skin Viable 

32968 UWBM Mustela  frenata washingtoni Skin Viable 
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Appendix A.  Continued 

Catalog 

Number 

Institution Genus Species Subspecies Description DNA 

60851 UWBM Mustela  frenata washingtoni Skin Viable 

60853 UWBM Mustela  frenata washingtoni Skin Viable 

151883 KU Mustela  frenata xanthogenys Skin Nonviable 

151884 KU Mustela  frenata xanthogenys Skin Viable 

109248 MVZ Mustela  frenata xanthogenys Skin Viable 

109257 MVZ Mustela  frenata xanthogenys Skin Viable 

114558 MVZ Mustela  frenata xanthogenys Skin Viable 

120713 MVZ Mustela  frenata xanthogenys Skin Viable 

20628 CMNH Mustela  nigripes   Skin Viable 

19392 CMNH Mustela  nigripes   Skin Viable 

653 DMNH Mustela  nigripes   Skin Nonviable 

257 DMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

1208 DMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

1558 DMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

1559 DMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

5792 DMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

1684 DMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

1883 DMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

1987 DMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

2024 DMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

2247 DMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

2248 DMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

3206 DMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

3644 DMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

3703 DMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

5199 DMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 
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Appendix A.  Continued 

Catalog 

Number 

Institution Genus Species Subspecies Description DNA 

6033 DMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

8274 DMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

55213 MVZ Mustela  nigripes   Skin  Nonviable 

55212 MVZ Mustela  nigripes   Skin Viable 

95039 MVZ Mustela  nigripes   Skin Viable 

96904 MVZ Mustela  nigripes   Skin Nonviable 

96905 MVZ Mustela  nigripes   Skin Nonviable 

4173 NDSHS Mustela  nigripes   Skin Nonviable 

5159 NDSHS Mustela  nigripes   Skin Viable 

11689 NDSHS Mustela  nigripes   Skin Viable 

11693 NMC Mustela  nigripes   Bone Nonviable 

11700 NMC Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

11703 NMC Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

11752 NMC Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

11744 NMC Mustela  nigripes   Bone Nonviable 

14095 NMC Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

24235 NMC Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

12682 NMC Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

14078 NMC Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

14079 NMC Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

188450 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Skin Viable 

15470 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Skin Viable 

188451 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Skin Viable 

188452 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Skin Viable 

188453 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Skin Viable 

188454 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Skin Viable 
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Appendix A.  Continued 

Catalog 

Number 

Institution Genus Species Subspecies Description DNA 

188455 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Skin Viable 

188458 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Skin Viable 

34977 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Skin Viable 

83992 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Skin Viable 

83994 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Skin Viable 

19263-

35016 

NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Skin Viable 

35011 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Skin Viable 

013996 

A21066 

NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

015471 

A22427 

NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

188456 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

188457 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

022537 

A30064 

NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

019263 

A35376 

NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

019294 

A35017 

NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

019295 

A35018 

NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

025358 

A32771 

NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

65061 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

168741 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

180719 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

201945 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

209150 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

211513 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 
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Appendix A.  Continued 

Catalog 

Number 

Institution Genus Species Subspecies Description DNA 

228233 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

228789 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

232400 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

234138 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

234970 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

234971 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

234972 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

234973 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

243818 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

243819 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

243820 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

243990 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

245641 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

241014 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

247073 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

248973 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

251453 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

285877 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

289498 NMNH Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

458 UCM Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

553 UCM Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

59 UCM Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

963 UCM Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

263 UCM Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

287 UCM Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 

493 UCM Mustela  nigripes   Bone Viable 
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APPENDIX B 

 

Number of Specimens Associated with Preparators and their Associated Institution 

 

Preparator and Associated 

Institution 
Viable DNA Nonviable DNA Contaminated Total  

Alexander, A.  M.  (MVZ) 2 2 ― 4 

Anderson, S.  (KU) 1 ― ― 1 

Anderson, S.  M.  (NMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Anthony, A.  W.  (AMNH) 2 ― ― 2 

Anthony, H.  E.  (AMNH) 4 ― ― 4 

Arbetan, P.  T.  (KU) 1 ― ― 1 

Attwater, H.  P.  (AMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Aubry, K.  B.  (UWBM) 1 ― ― 1 

Baker, A.  B.  (NMNH) 12 ― ― 12 

Bakken, L.  (NMNH) 7 ― ― 7 

Batty, J.  H.  (AMNH) 2 ― ― 2 

Benson, S.  B.  (MVZ) 5 ― ― 5 

Black, R.  (NMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Bolivian Expedition 1992 (MSB) 1 ― ― 1 

Borell, A.  E.  (MVZ) 1 ― ― 1 

Boyle, H.  S.  (AMNH) ― ― 2 2 

Brock, E.  M.  (MVZ) 1 ― ― 1 
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Appendix B.  Continued     

Preparator and Associated 

Institution 
Viable DNA Nonviable DNA Contaminated Total  

Brown, M.  (NMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Brown, W.  (KU) 1 ― ― 1 

Brown, W.  W.  (MVZ) ― 1 ― 1 

Burke, A.  (KU) 1 ― ― 1 

Butler, W.  H.  (AMNH) ― 1 ― 1 

Campbell, D.  L.  (NMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Cary, M.  (NMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Clapp, R.  L.  (UWBM) 2 ― ― 2 

Clark, M.  K.  (KU) 1 ― ― 1 

Clifton, P.  L.  (KU) 3 ― ― 3 

Couch, D.  E.  (NMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Craig, C.  L.  (MVZ) 1 ― ― 1 

Crain, J.  L.  (TTU) 1 ― ― 1 

Dalquest, W.  W.  (KU; MVZ) 6 3 ― 9 

Day, A.  M.  (NMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

de la Torre, L.  (FMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Dice, L.  R.  (MVZ) ― 1 ― 1 

Doty, R.   (UWBM) 1 ― ― 1 

Doty, R.  H (UWBM) 1 ― ― 1 
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Appendix B.  Continued     

Preparator and Associated 

Institution 
Viable DNA Nonviable DNA Contaminated Total  

Dragavon, J.  A.  (UWBM) 1 ― ― 1 

Espinoza, E.  (MSB) 1 ― ― 1 

Fabiani, D.  (UWBM) 1 ― ― 1 

Findley, J.  S.  (MSB) 1 ― ― 1 

Fitch, H.  S.  (MVZ) 1 ― ― 1 

Foster, B.  E.  (NMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Fuller, H.  E.  (KU) 1 ― ― 1 

Gabaldon, S.  B.  (AMNH) 2 ― ― 2 

Glanz, W.  E.  (MVZ) 1 ― ― 1 

Goodwin, G.  G.  (AMNH) ― ― 1 1 

Gould, D.  (AMNH) 2 ― ― 2 

Granger, W.  W.  (AMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Green, M.  M.  (MVZ) 1 ― ― 1 

Grinnell, J.  (MVZ) 1 ― ― 1 

Guensburg, T.  E.  (GMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Hacker, A.  (KU) 1 ― ― 1 

Hall, E.  R.  (MVZ) 2 ― ― 2 

Harper, F.  (KU) 1 ― ― 1 

Hartman, F.  A.  (AMNH) 1 ― ― 1 
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Appendix B.  Continued     

Preparator and Associated 

Institution 
Viable DNA Nonviable DNA Contaminated Total  

Hawkes, C.  A.  (NMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Heinen, R.  A.  (TTU) 1 ― ― 1 

Henderson, J.  (UCM) 1 ― ― 1 

Hendrickson, A.  P.  (AMNH) 2 ― ― 2 

Heske, E.  J.  (MVZ) 1 ― ― 1 

Hildebrand, M.  (MVZ) 1 ― ― 1 

Hill, R.  A.  (UWBM) 1 ― ― 1 

Holling, H.  C.  (FMNH) ― 1 ― 1 

Hooper, E.  D., Jr.  (KU) 1 ― ― 1 

Hunn, E.  S.  (MVZ) 1 ― ― 1 

Iragorri, R.  E.  (AMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Jackson, R.  T.  (NMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Jewett, S.  G.  (NMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Jimenez, S.  A.  (KU) ― 1 ― 1 

Josund, K.  E.  (UWBM) 1 ― ― 1 

Kellogg, L.  (MVZ) 1 ― ― 1 

Kerr, E.  L.  (AMNH) ― ― 2 2 

Klages, S.  M.  (AMNH) 1 ― 1 2 

Knowles, L.  (NMNH) 1 ― ― 1 
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Appendix B.  Continued     

Preparator and Associated 

Institution 
Viable DNA Nonviable DNA Contaminated Total  

Koerner, J.  (TTU) 1 ― ― 1 

Koford, C.  B.  (MVZ) 7 ― ― 7 

Koford, R.  R.  (MVZ) 1 ― ― 1 

Krutzsch, P.  H.  (MVZ) 1 ― ― 1 

Lee, M.  R.  (KU) 2 ― ― 2 

Leger, P.  R.  (KU) 1 ― ― 1 

Leopold, A.  S.  (MVZ) 1 ― ― 1 

Ligon, J.  S.  (NMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Loring, J.  A.  (NMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

MacDougall, T.  B.  (AMNH) 1 ― 2 3 

MacMillan, L.  (AMNH) ― 1 ― 1 

Manshardt, F.  M.  (UCM) 1 ― ― 1 

Marsh, E.  G.  (TTU) 1 ― ― 1 

Marshall, J.  (MSB) 1 ― ― 1 

McCarley, W.  H.  (TTU) 1 ― ― 1 

McCarthy, T.  J.  (FMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

McKeevers, S.  (KU) ― 1 ― 1 

McMahon, J.  G.  (AMNH) ― ― 1 1 

Mena, F.  (FMNH) 2 ― ― 2 
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Appendix B.  Continued     

Preparator and Associated 

Institution 
Viable DNA Nonviable DNA Contaminated Total  

Miller, A.  H.  (MVZ) 2 ― ― 2 

Miller, L.  E.  (AMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Musgrave, C.  P.  (NMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Nicol, J.  W.  (AMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Osgood, W.  H.  (FMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Packard, R.  L.  (TTU) 1 ― ― 1 

Patterson, R.  R.  (KU) 1 ― ― 1 

Patton, J.  L.  (MVZ) 1 ― ― 1 

Piper, S.  E.  (NMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Polk, C.  (AMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Purinton, L.  W.  (NMNH) 2 ― ― 2 

Ray, J.  (KU) 1 ― ― 1 

Richardson, W.  B.  (AMNH) 4 ― 1 5 

Rinker, D.  (KU) 1 ― ― 1 

Rouland, A.   (UWBM) 1 ― ― 1 

Ruby, C.  (NMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Rush, W.  M.  (NMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Russell, W.  (MVZ) ― 1 ― 1 

Russell, W.  C.  (MVZ) 4 ― ― 4 
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Appendix B.  Continued     

Preparator and Associated 

Institution 
Viable DNA Nonviable DNA Contaminated Total  

Ryan, P.  (UWBM) 1 ― ― 1 

Schaldach, W.  J., Sr.  (AMNH) 2 ― ― 2 

Schunke, J.  M.  (FMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Schwartz, A.  (KU) 1 2 ― 3 

Smith, A.  (FMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Smock, S.  (KU) 1 ― ― 1 

Springer, S.  (FMNH) ― 1 ― 1 

Stevenson, J.  (MVZ) 2 ― ― 2 

Stirton, R.  A.  (MVZ) 4 ― ― 4 

Sullivan, R.  M.  (MSB) 1 ― ― 1 

Tate, G.  H.  H.  (AMNH) 1 ― 1 2 

Taylor, E.  H.  (AMNH) ― 2 ― 2 

Timm, R.  M.  (KU) 2 1 ― 3 

Underwood, C.  F.  (AMNH) 4 ― ― 4 

US Forest Service (UWBM) 1 ― ― 1 

von Sneidern, K.  (FMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Ward, R.  A.  (NMNH) 1 ― ― 1 

Watkins, H.  (AMNH) 2 ― ― 2 

Wheeler, L.  D (UWBM) 1 ― ― 1 
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Appendix B.  Continued     

Preparator and Associated 

Institution 
Viable DNA Nonviable DNA Contaminated Total  

Wiggins, J.  (KU) 1 ― ― 1 

Wilder, H.  E.  (MVZ) 1 ― ― 1 

William, L.  (MVZ) 1 ― ― 1 

Ziegler, A.  C.  (MVZ) 2 ― ― 2 

Zwang, H.  (MVZ) 1 ― ― 1 

 Total 188 19 11 218 
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Chemicals and Treatments by Published Date 
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